INDIRECT TRADITION IN THUCYDIDES
I
A T the opening of the PeloponnesianWar Perikles encouragedthe Athenians with
hopes of victory, recountingto them, among otherassets, their financialstrength,
in current incomeand in reserves of various kinds, includingan accumulationof coined
money which lay on the Acropolis ready to their use at the time he made his speech.
The relevant passage is in the thirteenth chapter of Book II in the acceptedbook-texts
of the author.' The dramatic date was spring of 431 B. C. just before the Spartan
invasion of Attica. Thucydides reports the speech of Perikles in indirect discourse,
making his main points in order, and, in three instances, adding explanatory footnotes
of his own. The statement about income, and about money on the Acropolis, reads as

follows:

2

"And he bade them be of good cheer, since there were coming in six hundred
talents by and large of tribute each year from the allies for the State apart from their
other revenue, and since there still existed on the Acropolis at that time six thousand
talents of coined silver."
And now the footnote (as it is generally rendered):
" The maximum had been, in fact, ten thousand talents, lacking three hundred,
from which expenditures had been made for the Propylaia of the Acropolis and the
other buildings and for Poteidaia."
1 This text has been treated at length most recently by Meritt, Wade-Gery, and McGregor,
The Athenian Tribute Lists, III (1950), pp. 118-132, and by Arnold Gomme, in Historia, II, 1953,
pp. 1-21. See also especially Silvio Accame, Riv. di Fil., LXXX, 1952, pp. 240-245; A. E. Raubitschek, Cl. Weekly, XLV, 1951-2, pp. 230-231; W. Kendrick Pritchett, Cl. Phil., XLVII, 1952,
p. 262.
This present article, in a condensed form and adapted for oral presentation, was given as the
presidential address before the American Philological Association at its joint meeting with the
Archaeological Institute of America in New York, on December 28, 1953. As it was delivered
there and as it has now been written out in publishable form, the manuscript has been studied by
both H. T. Wade-Gery and Malcolm F. McGregor, who were joint authors with me of our discussion in The Athenian Tribtte Lists. Without wishing to hold either of my collaborators to
agreement in details I am happy to say that this publication is made with their approval. I wish
particularly to express my thanks to McGregor for many helpful criticisms and to acknowledge my
indebtedness to Herbert Bloch for his invaluable assistance on the question of the manuscripts.
It has been a source of great pleasure, as well as of profit, that I have been able to consult D.
Mervyn Jones of Oxford by correspondence about the manuscripts of Aristophanes.
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This passage from Thucydides exists also, in part, in another version, different
from that of the book-texts, which we know from the scholia on the Plutus of Aristophanes. The scholiast's quotation begins too late to report the current income; it
commences with the verb v6ITapXyo6vTcv,and gives the amount of the accumulated

reserve:3
"Since there always existed on the Acropolis down to that time six thousand
talents of coined silver."
And now the footnote:
" The bulk of them, lacking three hundred, were in fact still there, from which
expenditures had been made for the Propylaia of the Acropolis and the other buildings
and for Poteidaia."
The sense of the two passages is radically different: the book-texts have a
maximum of 9700 talents, from which expenditures had been made for the Propylaia
and the other buildings and for Poteidaia that reduced the actual balance on hand in
431 B. C. to 6000 talents; the scholiast's text describes a fairly level bank balance down
through the years of 6000 talents in the reserve, of which actually 5700 talents were
on hand in the spring of 431 B. C., and from which expenditures had been made for
the Propylaia and the other buildings and for Poteidaia.
The antiquity of this scholion and its legitimate place in the manuscript tradition
of Aristophanes are beyond question, even though a recent note by Arnold Gomme
seems to disparage the value of the quotation from Thucydides by claiming that it
was not in the scholion in its original form.4 The alleged reason for assuming a later
date for the quotation (" added by a later reader ") is that " it comes at different

places in the scholion in different sources." It must be emphasized that the character
of the quotation, rather than the date (within limits), determines its value and that
in this instance the different chronologicalstrata observable in the scholia on line 1193
Schol. Aristophanes, Plutus, 1193:
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This text is that which Wade-Gery, McGregor, and I have printed in our study of the Athenian
tribute lists (A.T.L., II, p. 97, T38i; A.T.L., III, p. 119). It is derived from the published
facsimiles of the Ravennas and Venetus manuscripts, and differs from them only in the correction
of obvious minor errors and of one or two late spellings, as shown in the critical apparatus.
4 Historia,
II, 1953, p. 1 note 2.
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are of no importance for the value of the reference to Thucydides. The order of the
scholia is here, also, of minimum importance.
Let us examine the relevant manuscripts. The Codex Ravennas, of the tenth
century, is the oldest.5 Rutherford's description of the scholia which belong on the
same page with the quotation from Thucydides is correct, but his edited text is misleading 6 in that it separates r'3s'A6rqvaisfrom what follows: Edsrvv aKp0ToXUtv a'vEcepov,
etc. The correct arrangement may now be followed in the facsimile edition published
in Leiden in 1904 by J. van Leeuwen. The scholion in which we are interested begins
on p. 14v in the left margin opposite line 1193 of the Plutus: ri-v
0w noS-O0ouova&E
&
"
fvXacrravr7 ov'. Its first business is to explain that the goddess " meant " Athena."
Actually r',g 'AOrqva'i
is a gloss on r`s 0Eov,just as in line 1189 ri'v rXoviTovXeyE is a
gloss on o ZE>v o cwrp. But using ris 'AO?'vas as a lemma the scholion reads as
follows:
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The Venetus Codex (V) of the eleventh century has the scholia in the same
order as the Ravennas.7 This is now available for study in facsimile in the edition
published in London and Boston in 1902 by John Williams White and Thomas W.
Allen. Page 21v contains the scholia on line 1193 of the Plutus: r^3g'AO-qvas8-qXov6r&
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While both the Ravennas and the Venetus have the reference to " the goddess"
as Athena, and while both tell the story of the money on the Acropolis, neither has
the complete text of the references particularly concerned with the Opisthodomos.8
Moreover, the scholia which belong with line 1193 are wrongly keyed in the Venetus
to the words roNvllXovirov
in line 1192 (the key number being SO), as may be seen in
the facsimile. But this is an editorial error on the part of the scribe and has no
5 See D. Mervyn Jones, Cl. Quart., N.S. II, 1952, pp. 168-171.
W. G. Rutherford, Scholia Aristophanica, I (1896), pp. 116-118.
7See D. Mervyn Jones, Cl. Quart., N.S. II, 1952, pp. 168, 171-178.
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have been transposedhere from the scholia on

line 1195 (cf. Diibner, Scholia Graeca in Aristophanemn,p. 613).
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bearing on the place of the quotation from Thucydides in the tradition of the ancient
scholia.9 So far as Thucydides is concerned, both R and V are in agreement, not
only in the essential wording of the quotation but also in the prominent place to which
the quotation is assigned within the scholia.
An element of confusion appears in the Aldine editio princeps of 1498, for which
Musurus used as his main source the Codex Estensis (E) now at Modena."0 The
notes on the Opisthodomos only are credited to line 1193. The gloss-lemma which
explains that " the goddess " of line 1193 was Athena and which is followed by the
account of the money on the Acropolis-including the quotation from Thucydidesis postponed, even past the scholion on line 1194, so that finally it follows the lemma
sIva E'Xcov'rpoqyj, rc^t)OEcpo
from line 1195. The proper scholion for this line is roviro 8E
EL1TEJ'C4S phEXovTos~
7rpoL&valt
rov Igrov, as is made clear in Diibner's edition. The gloss
'r 'AOrqva&s
(with the Thucydidean passage following it) cannot explain r4^0Ew^, for
"the god " obviously was not Athena. In the Codex Laurentianus (0) of the fourteenth century, which has the same disposition as the Aldine text, the lemma for r'js
has been abbreviatedso that it reads merely Lv' E'xcaV1porqyj, and the connec'AO-rva&g
tion would be quite unintelligible without the rest of the manuscript tradition. The
Ravennas and Venetus codices show how the correction in attribution must be made.
belongs to r'3g OEoivat the end of line 1193
The scholion beginning with r " 'A6t31va&
rather than to Tc-tOECcOin the middle of line 1195. This was observed as early as
Hemsterhuis,1 and is set right in Diibner's edition, though Diibner fails to give to
the scholion its position as the first of the several scholia on line 1193. The position
is guaranteed by the oldest manuscripts (VR), and the vagaries of assignment that
appear in 0 and in the Aldine text are important largely as editorial curiosities. They
have no value as evidence for a late date of the quotation from Thucydides in the
manuscript tradition. Gomme suggests (loc. cit.) that there are manuscripts of the
Plutus whose scholia still need examination. There are, in fact, no other known
manuscripts so old as the Venetus and the Ravennas, whose authority in the matter
of disposition must here be counted as definitive.
One may well question, however, how the scholion quoting Thucydides came to
be attached to the gloss rqg 'AO'qva&s.
It is here that Jones, with whom I have had
recent correspondenceon this problem, thinks one may find a " later date " for the
quotation. He envisages an original commentary which had for line 1193 only the
scholia on 06io0_0-'o/ov and the gloss on Ts OEOv.A scholar using this simple text may
9 The key-references were not original with the Venetus, but go back to its prototype. Cf.
Konrad Zacher, " Die Handschriften und Classen der Aristophanesscholien," Jahrbiicher fur
classische Philologie, Suppl. XVI, 1888, pp. 518-519.
10Cf. D. Mervyn Jones, Cl. Quart., N.S. II, 1952, p. 169.
'1 See Richard Porson, Notae in Aristophanem (Cambridge, 1820), p. 151: turbari in schol.
docet Hemsterh. aberrantibus scil. librarii oculis a rTs Novf ad T(nO8c@.
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then have been reminded of the Thucydidean passage, which he copied in at a convenient point. Thus an explanation might be given for the relatively loose organic
connection between 's3 'AOr&va
and the scholion that follows, and at the same time
for the use of a mere gloss as the lemma for a rather elaborate (if somewhat remotely
related) scholion.2 But this hypothesis means that the student of Aristophanes who
wrote our scholion was antiquarian enough to be reminded of Thucydides. The
whole scholion comes from the age of scholarship, and both its parts (if indeed the
idea of a later reader is correct) belong to the corpus of ancient learning that has
come down in the pre-Byzantine scholia veterca on Aristophanes. There is no reason
to impugn either its validity or its antiquity,13and the assumption of a " later reader "
has no pejorative connotations. One can speculate also about what cue reminded the
reader of Thucydides, though there is really little profit in so doing. He may, first
of all, have rememberedgenerally the wealth of money on the Acropolis and where it
was kept (which seems to me most likely), or adE
'vaXrrov may have led him to write
KavTcvOa 4/vX6rrovro
with its consequent reminder of Thucydides and hence with the
vj A3oVin (this seems
quotation introducedby the words Kca0aOica OOVKic&&74v7og E6
to me quite possible), or ddi 0vX6a'rcv may have reminded him of the atdiETroTEin

Thucydides's account of the Acropolis moneys (because it is so trivial, this seems to
me least likely). The realm of high conjecture has already included, in the discussion
of this text, such theses as those of Accame

'4

and Adcock

15

that the words alEi

Irore

in Thucydides (which they believe corrupt) may be only an echo of a&din the aEt
hvXra'rTwv
of Aristophanes. But this is another matter: such speculation seems to me
least profitable of all.
Which version of the text (book-text or scholion) is true to the fact? Can the
fact be determinedby any other available evidence? Which version is to be attributed
to Thucydides?
12
I wonder whether some such idea as that expressed here lies behind the cryptic statement
made by Rutherford (op. cit., p. 117) that " the quotation from Thucydides' text appears to have
been copied in by somebody." The observation as given is quite superficial, as indeed, obviously, is
Rutherford's further remark that " The variations from the textus receptus are interesting."
13 On the scholia, see especially Konrad Zacher, " Die Handschriften und Classen der Aristophanesscholien," Jahrbiicher fiur classische Philologie, Suppl. XVI, 1888, pp. 501-746, and the
admirably lucid account by John Williams White in the introduction to his Scholia on the Aves of
Aristophanes (Boston and London, 1914). The Laurentian Manuscript (?) is said to have
7rapEyevETo instead of 'XepEeye'veTo (cf. Diibner, op. cit., p. 613. Dindorf's edition of 1838, Vol. IV,
Part 1, p. 354, even reads 7rapcyETo).This is not true, but this modern error of transmission will
surprise no one who knows the frequency of confusion (and the palaeographic ease of it) between
the abbreviations for 7rapaand rept' (cf. Zacher, op. cit., p. 518). The Aldine and the Laurentian

texts both read a7rore for daE7rOre.
14
15

Silvio Accame, Riv. di Fil., LXXX, 1952, p. 244.
Historia, II, 1953, p. 7, as reported by Gomme.
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II
It is axiomatic that our book-texts are usually superior to quotations, and for
this reason there have been generations of scholars (including our own) who have
not questioned the supposed maximum of almost 10,000 talents. Bury's history of
Greece, published in 1904, states categorically (p. 404): " There had been as much
as 9700 talents in the treasury, but the expenses of the buildings on the Acropolis
and of the war at Potidaea had reduced this to 6000." In spite of the rising doubt
that there could ever have been 9700 talents on the Acropolis at any one time, the
third edition of Bury's history, publishedin 1952, leaves this statement unchanged and
makes no comment upon it. The new evidence is largely epigraphical, partly papyrological, and has convinced most historians that the figure 10,000 in the book-texts
is factually wrong. Beloch's judgment is a fair illustration: he does not believe that
the 10,000 talents come from textual corruption, but somewhat paradoxically he
concludes " Es bleibt eben nichts iibrig, als anzuerkennen, dass die Angabe falsch
ist; wer Thukydides fur unfehlbar halt, mag sie fur interpoliert erklaren." He dismisses the scholion with some impatience.'6
Busolt is discreetly silent about the whole business of the 10,000 talents. Silvio
Accame has twice put forward the suggestion, in 1935 and in 1952, that Thucydides
was confused, and that-really-the 9700 talents do not representthe maximum of the
treasure on the Acropolis, but the sum of money collectedby the hellenotamiaibetween
448 and 431, that is, from the year when the large public works on the Acropolis
were begun.'7 The book-text, in his opinion, is nonsense, but he still insists that
Thucydides wrote it. He too dismisses the scholiast's version, claiming that the
accuracy of the Thucydidean manuscripts cannot be doubted.
On the other hand, the validity of the scholiast's version has been consistently
upheld, now for almost fifty years, by Eugene Cavaignac.'8 Even before it was
possible to use the full evidence of the tribute lists, he realized the impossibility of
any grand total of 9700 talents, and for " raisons de fond," as he said, urged that the
scholiast's text be accepted as the true text of the historian. He avowed that with
the book-texts one's reconstruction of the financial history of Athens before the
Peloponnesian War could result only in a monstrosity. He discussed both texts, about
1908, with Maurice Croiset; and Croiset agreed with him that the scholiast's text
was perfectly admissible,but he warned that no editor could prefer to the Thucydidean
manuscripts a text of a scholiast that was not itself more ancient. " Si ce texte etait
appuye par un papyrus, ce serait autre chose." Thus M. Croiset."9
K. J. Beloch, Gr. Gesch., II, 22, p. 341.
Riv. di Fil., LXIII, 1935, p. 491 and LXXX, 1952, pp. 244-245.
18
etudes sur l'histoire financiere d'Athenes au Ve siecle, le tre'sor d'Athtenes de 480 a 404
(1908), pp. 107-111. See also the reference in note 19.
19Actes du Congres de Strasbourg (Ass. Bude, 1939), p. 90.
18
17
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It should be made quite clear that there is here no question of " emending" the text
of Thucydides, in the sense in which that term is usually understood. Faced with two
different ancient versions, we merely seek to decide which version is Thucydidean and
which pseudo-Thucydidean. Beloch raised the issue of " method": 20 " dass es uberhaupt ein methodischerFehler ist, unsere gute Uberlieferung des Thukydidestextes aus
den Scholien zU Aristophanes, die von Fehlern wimmeln, zu ' emendieren,' --

-." This

merely obscuresthe problem. The establishmentof an ancient text is often a laborious
process; generally speaking, however, we have no great cause to complain that the
book-texts of Thucydides are corrupt. But this does not mean that individual passages
derive a halo of sanctity from the over-all excellence of the manuscript tradition. A
corruptpassage can occur in a very good manuscript. Conversely, a very good reading
can occur in scholia which otherwise abound in error. The case has been succinctly
stated by Alphonse Dain, in his book Les MIanuscrits(Paris, 1949): " II n'y a pas
de bon manuscrit" (p. 155). Dain means that, when a reading is in question, then
that problem is unique and must be considered on its merits quite apart from the
excellence of the rest of the manuscript. How " good" a manuscript is may have no
bearing on the value of a particular reading. This statement applies to scholia on the
Plutus of Aristophanes just as aptly as to the transmitted text of Thucydides. The
value of the scholiast's reading is that it is a direct quotation from Thucydides, not a
paraphrase, and that in style and in content it rings true. It has been fashionable to
dismiss the quotation as a corruption, as being from a " bad " manuscript of Thucydides, as being " scholiast's Greek,"and in general as hardly being worth serious consideration. But even its imperfections are such as to insure that the transmission of
its text has been reliable: the Ravennas has a'yEL irorE instead of atEt TOTE, revealing
the copyist's attempt to write a form as he thought he saw it, without regard to the
sense, and the Venetus has Ta instead of rptaKwOo-av,showing that the copyist had used
a manuscript in which appeared the numeral r' (= rptaKo-icov, and easily confused
with minuscule ra), and which he perpetuatedwithout change, as he saw it, by writing
ra. Yet the correct text is in no way in doubt. These scholia in their present manuscript tradition go back to the tenth century (Ravennas) and the eleventh century
(Venetus), and so are (within very narrow limits) as early as any existing manuscript of Thucydides.2" In their original form, as we have already observed, they
belong to the great body of scholia vetera on Aristophanes, and so give evidence that
the alternative version of Thucydides, II, 13, 3, was known and available to the
scholarly world in antiquity and that it has an equal claim with the " book-text " to
Gr. Gesch., II, 22, p. 341.
F. W. Hall, Companion to Classical Texts (Oxford, 1913), pp. 205, 279-280. The date of
the Venetus is here given as by D. Mervyn Jones, Cl. Quart., N.S. II, 1952, p. 168. Actually the
Thucydidean text C may be some years older than the R of Aristophanes, but both are now dated
in the tenth century.
20
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a place in the Alexandrian library. Some copies of Thucydides in Alexandrian times
evidently preserved one version, some the other.
From one of these was derived the archetype of the book-texts, which Bartoletti
and Powell attribute to the sixth or fifth century 22 (the earliest extant manuscript
[C] is of the tenth century); one of them was copied in part by the scholiast on the
Plutus of Aristophanes. To dismiss the scholiast's version merely as a " corruption"
is to condemnthe better rather than the worser text.23
Let us for a moment consider these texts on their own merits-as texts-and
how they shall be translated from Greek into English. Beloch attacked Cavaignac's
rendering of the scholion with great vigor, protesting that it is " sprachlich wie
sachlich gleich unhaltbar." It is not true, says Beloch, that there had always been

6000 talents on the Acropolis,and our grammarteaches us that after
ao&roSEov,ra

into

TpLaKoO-Wiv

a numeral has been lost (he thinks pvpta) that the scholiast has corrupted

ptE.24

We do not need to believe that 6000 talents had " always" been on the Acropolis.
Always is a long time, and of course it is " sachlich unhaltbar" that there had always
been 6000 talents. The question is rather how long a time does atE ITOTE, meaning
" always, down to now," imply. Sophokles makes Antigone say (Antigone, lines 456457) that the laws of the Gods are eternal:

aEd 17TOTE

Trav3ra. In the nature of the

case we believe that this is true and that aEt 'TOTEhere means a very long time indeed.
There is no span so great in any passage of Thucydides; though the long-standing
enmity of lonians and Dorians (VI, 82, 2), of Athenians and tyrants generally (VI,
89, 4), of Athens and Oiniadai (II, 102, 2), of Athens and Aigina (IV, 57, 4), and
the long-standing friendship of Athens and Phokis (III, 95, 1) and of the Corinthian
Aristeus for Poteidaia (I, 60, 2) are all characterizedby atEi IromE.Here in the nature
of the case, when we think of Aristeus, " always, down to now " can include only
part of his adult manhood. Aristeus had no predilection for Poteidaia when Aristeus
was a babe in arms. Clearly, at'E 'TOTE cannot go back longer than the inception of the
condition which it describes. As soon as Aristeus began to have political ideas he
favored Poteidaia, and continued to do so, atiE'TVOTE,down to 432. Something similar
is true of what Perikles said about the money on the Acropolis. There had come to be
about 6000 talents on the Acropolis soon after the transfer of the treasure from
Delos. Five thousand of them are attested for the year 450/49 in a papyrus known as
D. M. Lewis, Towards a Historian's Text of Thucydides (Diss. Princeton, 1952), p. 13. Cf.
V. Bartoletti, Per la storia del testo di Tucidide (Florence, 1937); J. E. Powell, " The Archetype
of Thucydides," Cl. Quart., XXXII, 1938, pp. 75-79; idem, review of Bartoletti, op. cit., in Gnomon,
XV, 1939, pp. 281-282.
23 See below, pp. 230-231, for illustrative examples of a comparable double tradition in antiquity
in the text of Aristotle.
24
Gr. Gesch., II, 22, p. 341.
22
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the Anonymus A rgentinensis, of which more later. Before that date Athenian treasure
on the Acropolis was comparatively negligible. We have Thucydides's word for it
(epigraphically confirmedby the record of borrowings during the Archidamian War)
that there were about 6000 talents on the Acropolis in 431 B. C. Up and down during
the intervening years the balance had fluctuated. Income generally matched expenditure, for the text tells us that with the help of this fund the great buildings of the
Acropolis had been erected (we know that the Athena Parthenos had also been constructed-at a cost of 847 talents)25and that money had been paid out for Poteidaia.
It was a heavy blow when the Samian War and the revolt of Byzantion cost 1400
talents. It was a gain when in 434/3 the Other Gods put their 750 odd talents on the
Acropolis. But the fund had in fact been systematically maintained since its inception
-as Thucydides says, aiEt ITOTE-downto 431, a span of at least 18 years. Lest this
seem, even so, too short a time for acIEiITOTE,one should call to mind that in 411 B. C.
Hermokrates the Syracusan went with certain Milesians to Sparta to complain about
Tissaphernes for not handing over all the pay he had promised. Inasmuch as the
promise was first made in 413 B. c. at Sparta (VIII, 5, 5) and had become a concern
of Hermokrates only in 412 B. C. (VIII, 29), the personal differences between Hermokrates and Tissaphernes about pay can have had a duration of perhaps one year, or
at most two years. Yet Thucydides (VIII, 85, 3) says of them: 'XOpa 8E rp'o av'rov
Tov
(Hermokrates had always, aid ITOTE,
Trrl a`ro&o6-Ews
0vOi3
/701t)
,qv avrcp aEL ToTEirept
down to 411, been at enmity with him about the handing over of the pay).26
There are other arguments that have been put forward against the scholiast's
text of Thucydides's footnote. How can it be said that the bulk of the 6000 talents
still survived, when a+O'x'vmodifies raITXEZ-crraand the building expenses (which certainly did not survive) have to be deducted? The answer, I believe, is that 7a IXEo-Ta,
meaning " the greater part," implies its own substantive, namely, the whole of which
the greater part was defined, and it was therefore from this continuous reserve that
the buildings had been paid for. The cost of the buildings did not much change the
reserve because it was constantly being replenished. Perikles indicated to the Athen25 A.T.L.,

III, p. 341 note 66 and p. 343 note 84.
Arnold Gomme (Historia, II, 1953, pp. 6-7) has now argued that abd roTe is inappropriate
in the scholion in the sense required. To him " it means 'from of old,' ' traditionally,' ' of long
standing'; see particularly iii 95.1, vi 82.2, 89.4. In the dozen instances of its use in Thucydides, it
once refers to a short period (viii 85.3), elsewhere always to a long one, and vaguely long, not
exact. Here it is required to mean 'for 17 years,' ' since the archonship of Euthynos.' " I take
issue with him that Perikles must have had in mind here either the name of the archon under
whom the league treasure had been voted to Athena or the fact that all this had happened exactly
seventeen years ago. And, though Gomme admits that the reference in VIII, 85, 3 is to a short
period, he does not bring out-as we have just done-how extraordinarily short the period was,
nor the consequence that this one reference makes the conclusions to which he has come in his
speculationabout ad Trore quite untenable.
26
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ians that the reserve was in an amount great enough to bring success in war. The
note of Thucydides called attention to what the reserve had already done for the
buildings and for Poteidaia. The grammatical construction may be illustrated by a
simple English sentence, which might be illogical (to a grammarian) but which I think
is not unintelligible. Let us imagine that we are speaking of soldiers who have fought
a battle engagement with heavy casualties. One might say, for example: The great
majority, of whom very few survived, perished utterly. Or, it would run in Greek:
OLyap 7rXECTOL, xv EcEXTO
o-&)Ot)Oav, a7TXAovro. If one argues that there are more
logical ways of saying this, that Ct)vshould have an antecedent other than o0 1WXEZ^O-ToI,

that the language is " tortuous," I should agree. I should deny that it is ambiguous;
but even if it were ambiguous, or illogical, I should not hold this to be a sufficient
reason for rejecting it, were it to be found in a text attributed to Thucydides. Comment on the difficultiesof Thucydides's style is as old as Dionysios of Halikarnassos,
and, to put the matter quite bluntly, I doubt that any scholar who has read Thucydides
could long maintain that being illogical, or being too brief to be quite clear, or being
"tortuous," is a criterion that tells against his authorship.
Rather less needs to be said about Beloch's contention that a numeral is needed
for rptaKLcoflv a-vo8E'ovra.` The numeral,of course,is ra TAXEto-Ta
and dro&'ovra is a
present participle in the neuter plural which modifies it. There is nothing illogical
about the grammar of this, for it is about as simple and as straightforward as anything could be. Yet it has been claimed that the sense is illogical. Gomme avers that
"the scholiast's words, ra IEAO-Tra rptaKoo-tv acro&ovra, ' the greater part less 300,'
do not make sense. Logic demands a figure which is short by 300."

28

Is logic so

necessary? If we find that 5700 talents were, in fact, the greater part of 6000, and
then write that the greater part (less 300) survived, do we mean that the amount
surviving was only 5400? I have no wish to quibble,but even in logic I see no reason
for demanding more of the Greek than we demand of its English equivalent. There
can be no reasonable doubt what is meant when one has been talking about 6000
talents and then says that the bulk of them, lacking 300, are still on hand. The
exception involves a single, not a double, subtraction.
On the other hand, when we turn to the accepted book-texts we find that this
passage (II, 13, 3) is not good Thucydidean Greek. The reading Ta yadp TXEZtoTa
involves translatingra ITXEZOTaas " the maximum,"
rptaKOOtU)V ai7To8EovTa 1vptaE EyEVETO
a meaning which it never has in Thucydides. I do not-indeed, could not-deny examples of it in other authors. They exist, for example, in Herodotos, and in Isokrates.
Gr. Gesch., II, 22, p. 341. Gomme, in Historia, II, 1953, p. 7, feels the need of a figure. In
his commentary I find it curious that he is willing to accept 7rvaTes (if need be) in lieu of a figure,
27

but not
28

T1a 7rXELaTa.

Gomme, Historia, II, 1953, p. 7.
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But in Thucydides ra ITXEto-TLa,or any form of 'AEo-7ro with the article, always means
"the greater part " of something. Hence the quotation by the scholiast ra yap 7TiXo-ra
'rptaKto-wWv
a7TO8&oTa
is good Thucydidean Greek, whereas ra yap TXEd0Ta
ITEptEYEVETO
TptaKOcrtcov aTro&8ovca /tvpta
EYEVETO is not. This seems to me fundamental. It is not
surprising that this meaning of a&I7rXEZt0Ta
as " the maximum " passed unchallenged
in antiquity after the false reading uvpptahad been introduced into the text. The
ancients-from Isokrates down-would not have been bothered, in principle, by ra
yap 'ATo-rTa ,pwpta EYEVETO, and this obtuseness to the niceties of Thucydidean style
was in time the permissive excuse for altering a sound text ra yap IATEZlo-Ta, ITEPtEYEVETO,
which is intelligible in Thucydides, into ra ya&p
qATXEZt(a
,rpta EyEVEITO,which is not.
It would be strange that modern scholars should have accepted 74 ITXEO-Trahere
as " the maximum," were it not that the consistency of Thucydides's style with reference to d XE'to-iawas first documentedonly so recently as 1950.29 In The Athenian
Tribute Lists, Wade-Gery, McGregor, and I tabulated every appearance of rXsAto-ro'o
with the article, in all genders, numbers, and cases. The striking conclusion is that
Ir 'A'rXo-ra,
is always partitive, never superlative, except only here in the book-texts
of II, 13, 3, which on other grounds we know to be historically wrong. Only Reiske,
in 1761, seems to have felt the stylistic difficultyof this passage. He felt no historical
difficulty, for he had no way of knowing whether the total was ever really as high as
10,000 talents. But he proposedto emend the book-texts to read ra yatp 7Tavra(instead
of

-XEot-`ra).30What he should have done, of course, was get rid of ,uvpta.

Yet in spite of this documentation,and the obvious conclusionsthat must be drawn
from it, Gomme persists in thinking that Thucydides wrote ra ITAo-cra to mean " the

maximum." " I set forth below the full evidence: references alone apparently do not
carry conviction, and I believe the matter of such importance that the documentation
should here form part of the argument. Gomme says that Thucydides seldom needed
to speak of " the maximum," and that for this reason r& 1rTXElO-Tor its equivalent
" generally means 'the greater part.' " The fact is that Thucydides needed to speak
of " the maximum " with sufficient frequency to show his habit of speech in so doing
-not seldom, but many times-and that ra ITXEto-Ta
or its equivalent always (not just
generally) means " the greater part." When Thucydides wanted to say " maximum,"
he omitted the article. This has all been put down in the discussion of this text in
the third volume of 7TheAthenian Tribute Lists, but Gomme now writes (in 1953)
that " there cannot be this difference between I,TXEtoctawith and without the article."
On the contrary, there is this difference, and of course the recognition of it, or the
failure to recognize it, is fundamental to the understanding of this text in Thucydides
29

A.T.L., III, pp. 128-129.
Aninadversionum ad Graecos auctores volumen tertium (Leipzig, 1761), p. 18:
f. 7ravTra(f. = fortasse).
31 Gomme, Historia, II, 1953, p. 7.
30

mkElUr7a]
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and, consequently, to the understanding of the whole history of Athenian finance
in the fifth century. Gomme says that " when the article is omitted it is because
7rXELo'ra is predicate (iii 17.4, vii 70.4) or due to the noun it qualifies (iv 26.4)." No
one denies that irXEta-ra appears without the article in predicate position, and indeed
Thucydides frequently preferred the predicate to the non-predicateposition in order to
avoid ambiguity in meaning. Even without the article it does not always mean " maximum in either position, for the superlative has a quite normal meaning of " very
many" and should sometimes be so translated. Gomme refers to IV, 26, 4 as an
is given without the article " due to the noun it
instance in which a form of 1rXELO0ro
qualifies." The quotation refers to the loss of spirit suffered by the Athenians at
Pylos: &Ovptiav TE 7TXEWG-T71v0 xpovg rTaPECXE7rapaL XoyoV E7rtytPyO1JEvol9 "the unexpectedly long delay in time caused them the greatest discouragement." The use of
rX EiaOTqv
does not here imply a maximum; there is no implication that this was the
greatest discouragementthe Athenians ever suffered; we may translate in English by
saying that the delay caused them the greatest discouragement,but in fact the meaning
is simply " very great." The idea of " maximum " does not arise, because there is no
comparison,beyond that which is very nebulously implied,with other unhappy circumstances of similar nature. The examples quoted below will show many instances in
which rTXE0tlro9without the article has some meaning other than " maximum," but
they will also show that all cases of 7rXEZ-rog with the article mean " the greater part."
There are instances in which Thucydides went to some trouble to avoid the article when
he wanted to say " maximum," and this is what we mean by saying that he has a
style which would be violated by so translating ra 7rIXEo-Tra
in II, 13, 3. To support his
erroneous thesis, Gomme cites as his clearest instance the two references in IV, 31, 2
and IV, 33, 1 to a body of Spartan troops on Sphakteria. They are described first
as ot ITXELtoToLavTcdv Kai 'Ermra8a& o6dp?cov and second as ot 8E ITEpL TOv 'Err a6aV KcaL
OITEp 7v I2TXEL(TTOV
rTlv E'v
r v'orq).In commenting on the meanings of irXA?oo with and
without the article in these two references, Gommemakes the following extraordinary
statement: " whetherotO7TXE drot-1----XEZo-rov means here 'the majority of all the troops
in the island ' (as is highly probable) or 'the largest of the three bodies of troops in
the island' (possible, but less likely), there is no distinction in meaning, but only of
grammatical usage, between

lrATE-TroL or

IrXELtO0ov
with and without the article." Such

rendering of the Greek merits the strongest protest. The difference in usage between
O0 XrXEtLOot
and 7AXELtO-T0v
exists

first reference (with

Oi

precisely because there is a difference in meaning. The

rXdELrroL) means

" the greater number of them and Epitadas

the commander "; the second reference (with rXdEtOrov)means " those under Epitadas,

which were the largest body of troops on the island." What is language for, except
to express such differences as these? Thucydides has been at some pains to get rid of
the article in the second reference and has recast this sentence with a relative clause,
simply because he wanted to say that this was the largest force of those who were
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on the island. That r7XEZo-rov
falls into predicate position is incidental; but one will

see from the examples below that Thucydides frequently used the predicate position
when irXELo-TOswithout the article was needed.

It is essential to remember that we are dealing here with a matter of literary
style. We seek to determine what is characteristic of the way in which Thucydides
wrote, not what he could have done had he thought with the mind of Herodotos or of
Isokrates. We seek to determinenot what was possible only, but what was in keeping
with his character: i-a OLKElOv rather than ia 8vvatr6v. Gomme cites, for example, a
sentence from Herodotos (VI, 46, 3): lTpoo-q7LE . . . ETE0os EKac-Tov &7r)Koc'La raXavra,
(
0e/ we 'T rAe
and
0pocAe, TptaKo
have exOT6E8 0ETO
07AETTV VTPOo-)AIE
ce
x
pcKootac, and asks how else could Thucydides
pressed himself, had he used the same sentence construction. " We cannot suppose,"
says Gomme, " that he could not use this construction." I am in agreement that
Thucydides could have used any construction that may have suited his fancy. He
could, indeed, have copied Herodotos had he so wished. But we are not interested in
this; we are interested in the style of Thucydides as manifest in the text of his own
writings, and here they teach us that he would not have said orE 8E fa 'XEWt0rov
Tpor-'jX0E.Gomme has asked how else he could have expressed the same idea had
he used the same construction. The best evidence is that Thucydides would simply
have written 6'TE&8
EXEto-7ravpoo-&jX0E.We have quoted elsewhere 32 a sentence in which
Isokrates used rov'TT 7rXEi(JToVrto mean "the maximum" (IX, 28): wrapaKaX&Tra
avOpa)irovs, Wgot rog 7rXEsi0o-oV XE'yove-s, rEpE 7rEvT4Kov1vTa. Surely here Thucydides
&)XE'yOVTE,just as in II, 97, 3, he said os ... 1AXO-TOV
would have said s 0TJXEtuJT-1OVs
Ol
"
81) EOVOtgo
to mean who established the maximum (tribute)." 33

But the evidence for Thucydidean style is abundant and should be presented
without omissions. The following catalogue contains every instance from Thucydides
in which 7rAXE^t(Toq
in any form is used with or without the article: 3
THE USAGE OF IIAEIYTOYIN THUCYDIDES
1. (I, 1, 2)
Xr,cntv
diErV

KtVyqftg yap av'y

E}/EVETO Kat

Kat orl

EYqor&T - rols

/Aepet Ttvt Twv /Sap/Sapwv,

"'EXWs 8e

dvGpW'xv
7rXeAtarov

As an upheaval, in fact, this was the greatest
that had ever come to the Hellenes, and to some
part of the barbarians, in a word, even to the
farthest reaches of mankind (but cf. N. G. L.
Hammond, Cl. Quart., N.S. II, 1952, pp. 129133)
32

2. (I, 2, 5)
iT
()KOVV

Ot

T'v yoDv

'ATTtKnV

EK TOV Ort IrXE!OTTOV

XEIrTOoyewv afla'YTov
dVToTatE'

ovocav av9pW7rot

Accordingly Attica, from the poverty of its
soil enjoying from a very remote period freedom from faction, never changed its inhabitants
(Crawley)
3. (I, 3, 2)

KaTa Mrq SE aXXa

TE Kat To

HEXar-

A.T.L., III, p. 128.

33

See below,p. 201 (No. 53).

34

All references have been tabulated from von Essen's Index Thucydideus (Berlin, 1887).
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t irXETZrov

frO
ytxov

ad4' 'av-r6iv

Tr)V E7rwvvMLav7rape-

XEoOat

But that according to the several races (and
particularly the Pelasgic) it was called most
generally by their own names

Those in Sicily, indeed, attained the greatest
height of power

11. (I, 18, 1) 'EtrEto
KaL of

EK

SE Ot' TE 'AOrvat'wv rvTpavvot
aAlXX 'EAAaSoo Ert 7r0ov Kat 7rptv

TrS

TvpavvEv9EtEo"17

4. (I, 4)

Mtv(o yap

dnv aKo?7

raXatTaTro

tLOLEv

vavTtKOv EKTrqoaTo Kat rq' vVv aEXAvtKm}OaX,a

qs

E7rt 7rXEarTOV EKpaTq)fE

For Minos was the eldest of those whom we
know by tradition to have acquired a navy and
he established control to the greatest extent
over what is now called the Hellenic sea
5. (I, 4)

E TE Ka\t otKLuT\q7

Ti-v KVKXaL8wVv'v0'pW

7rpTO'ro(l TWv mAXtuTowV EyEIVETO

KaTa

Kat

7rOAXE(tvaEtxtalX otO

Kat 7rpoo7rt7rT0VTEs

KWfLa'

o&Kov/LEvats

Kac TO1
7TrvXEZ-

rp7ratov,

EvTOLOVVTO
07rov TO0 8tGOV 'VTEV0EV

They would fall upon towns unprotected by
walls and consisting of mere collections of villages, and plunder them, and they made this
the main source of their livelihood

7. (I, 8, 1)

- TaS

OVTOL yap

Ti-v

7rXEtTa'

VfUwV

wK'rCaV

For these had colonized most of the islands

ot

vLro\
tKEAtXa

a0LKO'/Evo0

cat'vETat

Kat 'ApKac/t

vavut' TE 7rXEftcTatS

yap

avTO\

7rpourapaLTx1v

For it is evident that he came with the greatest number of ships himself and also supplied
the Arcadians with them
9. (I, 12, 4)
TOVS

Ka\

'Iwvas

AEv

'AO?jvaZot

7roAAovs pKLOKav,ITaXia3

7TXEZTOV

llEXo7rovvto'oto

TDS3

TE

SE

Kat Vff1tUTWV

Kat

:tKEXta'

TEOEVTaiOm

7rYV

T'V

KaTEXV'6Aoav

VVV EVOWKOVVTWV aVTr\)V

AL,Vo

tOrI,EV XpovVOV UTautaoraora

KTLOtCV

EK 7raXatTadTOv

o/Lt

Kat atEt a rvpvvfvro-

VVO/u7

TqV

E'7rt 7rXE7WTOV

JV
Kat

rv

For Lacedaemon, though it suffered faction
after its founding by the Dorians who now
inhabit it, for the longest time of any we know,
yet at a very early age obtained good laws and
was always free of tyranny
13. (I, 23, 3)
I

1

,

UELO',LWVTE 7rEpt, Ot Ort 7XEZUTov
,

\ \,

e

a'4a

/

I
[LEpos
yqg KaxtioXvpoTaTrot ot aVToL E7rEXOV

About earthquakes, which befell over the
widest extent to the earth and were at the same
time themselves most severe

vav1ttaXtav

TOV TE XpOVOV TO\V 7TXEWTOV METa T-qV

E7rEKpaTOVV T'7S

OaXavau

KaL

TOVS TrV

Koptv0t'wvevpIpxaxov Ert7rXAEOVTEr
E04Etpov, /AE`XPt
--

ov

-

For most of the period after the battle they
remained masters of the sea, and sailed against
and ravaged the allies of the Corinthians, until

TO

a'Xkqr 'EAAa'oos(o'EtV

a Xwpta

15. (I, 33, 1)

vaVTLKO'V

TE KEKTn/?7/EGa

7rX)V TOV 7rap

J[LZv 7rXEZT0'OV

The Athenians colonised Ionia and most of
the islands; the Peloponnesians the greater part
of Italy and Sicily, and various places in Hellas
(Jowett)

And, except your own, we have the biggest
navy
16.

(I, 50, 3) 7rpO' Ta

UOETE`pov

10. (I, 17)

Kat

12. (I, 18, 1) q yap AaKE8a4twv ILETa

14. (I, 30, 3)
8. (I, 9, 4)

7rXE70TOL

AaKE8at/tovy'wv

Since the tyrants of the Athenians and those
of the rest of Hellas (which had to a large
extent even earlier been under tyranny), the
greater number and the latest, that is, except
those in Sicily, had been put down by the
Lacedaemonians

TWV

He became ruler of the Cyclades islands and
was himself the first colonizer of most of them
6. (I, 5, 1)

Ev

ot

8VVaL/ALEW'&

ya\p Ev YtKEXta

E7rt 7rXt'Tov

EX\wpucav

ETpa7rOVTO,

(OLTE 7rpooKo[LLOuat 7rpo'

vavayta
Kat

Ka\t TOV\S VpOV3

TOVS

TOV 7rXEt'YTTOV EKpaTrqTav

Ta YV/3OTa

They turned their attention to the wrecks and

INDIRECT TRADITION
to their own dead, and they got possession of
mlost of them so as to convey them to Sybota.35
17. (I, 54, 2) Kopt'vtot /.LEvKpaTrqr,avTE
aXta l/EXPt
VE.KpOVS

Kat

VVKTO'q, (OTE

va7v-

Tc
maTa

vavayta

Kat

7Tpo07KO/LtaaTOat

The Corinthians had retained the advantage
in the sea-fight until nightfall, and had thus
secured a greater number of wrecks and dead
bodies (Jowett) 36
18. (I, 60, 2)

KaTa

frXtav

TE aVTOV OVX nKtYTa

ot

7rE(fTTOL E'K KoptVOov
oTTpaTrCuTatE'OEOVTa\t
$vvE'7rOVTO

It was mainly out of regard for him that most
of the Corinthian soldiers volunteered on the
expedition (Jowett)

19. (I, 70, 5)

KpaTOVVTE'

UJTOV (tEpXOVTat

Kat

TE TWV EXOPWV E7r\t 7rXE-

1K/LEVOt

7

ava-

ax

7rtf7TOVYLV

When conquerors, they pursue their victory
to the utmost; when defeated, they fall back
the least (Jowett)

20. (I, 71, 1)

OLEcO9E Tn\V

alVOp(07r(ovE7rt 70tXEZUTOVapKEv,

rovXtav

OV TOVTOIS TOV

ot av ---

You imagine that peace does not longest
endure for those who - - 21. (I, 74, 1)
7rapEcrXoY/EOa,
orTpaTl-)yov

Tpt'a Ta

aptO/O'v

eVVETrWTaTOV

TIE

XEktp/raTa

es

avTo

Vc6v 7TXEZO-TOVKat aiv8pa

Kat 7rpoOvpdav

aOKvOTaTr)V

We made the three most useful contributions
to it: the greatest number of ships, the ablest
general, and the most unhesitating zeal

22. (I, 82, 4) `3c,Eo8cr6at

xp\

US

E7r\trwXETTov

Which you ought to spare as long as possible
23. (I, 84, 3)

7roXEAtKOt

TE Kat Ev/3OAtot

ta\

To
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TO IAEV OWTt
ati'&S

atO)XVvqr) 8E EVIvXLa -

cowpouv'v
-

-

Our habits of discipline make us both brave
and wise; brave because the spirit of loyalty
quickens the sense of honour, and the sense
of honour inspires courage (Jowett)
24. (I, 101, 2)
Ot T1wv 7aataLv
yo0VO1 *

Ka'

7rXEZToS'E
MEuuqvtvv

Tov

Et'XvTWV EYEVOVTO

TOTE SovXw0EvTwv

adro'-

MEaE'Ovtot EXAWqrh7O'avO' 7ravTE'

These Helots were mostly the descendants of
the Messenians who had been enslaved in
ancient times, and hence all the insurgents were
called Messenians (Jowett)
Most of the Helots were the descendants of
the old Messenians that were enslaved in the
famous war; and so all of them came to be
called Messenians (Crawley)
Un tres grand nombre des hilotes etaient les
descendants des anciens Messeniens, asservis 'a
l'epoque: d'o'u le nom de Messeniens, qui fut
applique 'a tous (de Romilly)
I prefer to translate: " Most numerous of
the Helots were the descendants of the old Messenians who had been formerly enslaved; and
so they all came to be called Messenians." It
should be brought out that ot a7ro'yovot is subject
of EyE`VoVTo and 7rXEZOTOt Trv EWT(w0v the predicate. This is missed in most of the translations.
In more idiomatic word order and wording we
might render: " The descendants of the old
Messenians who had been formerly enslaved
were very numerous among the Helots; and so
they all came to be called Messenians."
25. (I, 110, 1) ot'&S mTXroTot aIrwXOVTO

Most of them perished

35 This passage should be read in the light of No. 17 where the same wrecks and the same dead
bodies are
described and where the recovery of them is given as one reason why the Corinthiansfelt justified in setting up
a trophy. In that passage irXeZora occurs without the article, for the Corinthians had recovered more than had
the Corcyraeans. Had ar irXeZora been used it would merely have meant that they got back most of their own.
Though only two parties are involved, the Greek for this uses the word "most," and there rXeZo-ra appears
without the article. In the quotationhere given, there is no comparisonwith what anyone else has recovered. The
Corinthiansmerely succeeded in getting the greater part of what they had lost in wrecks and in dead. In this
instance rXelo`rwv requires the article. The different ways of thinking about this salvage operation remind one
of the differences in point of view about the Spartans on the island of Sphakteria which we have discussed above,
p. 196, and which appear in Nos. 73 and 75 below.
" See note 35 above on I, 50, 3. De Romilly
(in the Bude translation) has a mistaken rendering here of

wXEora

as " la plupart."
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26. (I, 115, 5) KaLt KpaTr-qcav TwV 7rXEOTOv
And got most of them into their power
(Jowett)

27. (I, 122, 4)

ov yap

87 /Xaiauav
7rALcTaToVs

87/

7r,c()VyOT6r

avra

KaTra/pO1770LV

Since it was near (i. e. the fountain Kallirhoe) the men of those days used it for the most
important offices

Ert TVrV

KEXWP7,KaTe

For surely you have not fled these imputations and taken refuge in that contemptuous
wisdom which has brought ruin to the greatest
numbers
28. (I, 137, 4)

7TapaL

'KW

E/ULUTOKXq

,u?v 7rXeLo-Ta'EXX'vwv

c7pyaoU/aL

OLKOV

I, Themistocles, have come to you, I who of
all Hellenes did your house the greatest injuries
(Jowett)
29. (I, 138, 3)
Kpa'TLo-Tos

PovXtrp

To)

7rXclToV

T7W9VTE 7apaxp77ta
yVWUWV

yEvqouEvov

Twv

KaL
apLpTO7

cLaXL'OTV/

OL

7OV

o-xaTOs

ert

aLKOvOLrOus

ort

He advanced from the sepulchre to a lofty
platform which had been erected, in order that
he might be heard as far as possible by the
multitude, and spoke as follows

KaKa'

OS

TOV V/LTEpOV

35. (II, 34, 8) 7rpocEX9Cv
ad7o
/3-q/ua V4q7XOV 7T7T7o1FLEVOV, orW
rEoTov
roTOV ZutXov,EXcye 7rta8e

U,AXovTwv

36. (II,

xp,

35, 3)

7rctLpaoOat V/.CV

KaL CEsUL
E7rO/LEVOv TW VOIJAd
TE KaLto0tv

&Ka0TOV /0ovX71'c0Ew

T7/S

TVXclV US C7TL 7TACLoTov

I too must obey the law and try to satisfy
your several wishes and expectations to the best
of my ability

Or

37. (II, 38, 1) Kal ft7IVKalt

CLKaoTr7s

7rOVwV 7TrXctl(Taq

7?v

He was the ablest judge of the course to be
pursued in a sudden emergency, and could best
divine what was likely to happen in the remotest future (Jowett)

Further, we provide plenty of means for the
mind to refresh itself from business (Crawley)

30. (II, 4, 5)

7rS

TO Of 7rXoTroV KaL ooov

E'
wvvco-Tpa,uLuf'vov COY7rt7rTOVULV

uaXLoTa 4v

OTKCVE7V 9XOVTSE

ge$X9/OULV,

7rapajo-8&EoV7rw .LEtova
aAXa KaL b7rL 7rOXLV ovva-

vVv ipxO'.uEOa KaL aVroLt 7XeLoTOL

7(oTaryV

Kat

apLUTOL

aTpaTeVOvT-re

Yet we have never set out with a larger force
than the present; and if our numbers and efficiency are remarkable, so also is the power of
the state against which we march (Crawley)
32. (II, 11, 7)

'EXaJ3oq

KacL OL AoyLto-uCo EXaXLoTa XpwPAEVot
KxaoTavTaL

Men who reflect the least rush most impetuously into action

KaL

Xapl7Wv uLaXLT

ea

aVTapKEs

(II,

8fovTa

13, 3)

T-a

yap

7TXcZUra

TpLaKoaLwv

&7ro-

/uVptLa
FL cy-ro
v

[The passage under discussion in this article]
34. (II, 15, 5)
,Vrmd^l
Itp~~~~~~

4tar

'EXCvn.^ro

&KEIVOLTr kyyvV OvO7I

Ta7TACLcT'OV

XEcyW77V 7Ka9

Kat

Javopa 7rap 7flWv
av

E

ri

7raoav7roXtv

EKa7Tov

OOKELI'

7TXelo-7av

J8?)

ais,aa

k7pa7TEXW' 70

7rapEXcEOlaL

To sum up: I say that Athens is the school
of Hellas, and that the individual Athenian in
his own person seems to have the power of
adapting himself to the most varied forms of
action with the utmost versatility and grace
(Jowett)
39. (II, 49, 6) WOTE 7/ &OE4LLpOVTO OL 7TrXLCTOL
eVaTalOl

Kalt/3/aLOL

V7O

SVVa,UsCW

7-

TOV
yEVTOS

KaVuaroc,

eTl

-

So that either they died, the most of them on
the ninth and seventh days, from the internal
burning, still having some strength left, or --40. (II, 51, 4)

33.

ptop,uLEa

7rcauevo-Lv eLvaL

uOl TOV avrov

7SL
EXOVTE;

IvuC 7rXeLoTa CS Epyov

7r7 yvw/Jq)

38. (II, 41, 1) $vvEXAv
T7
av

OtKql%a ucEya

But the greater number kept together and
took refuge in a large building (Jowett)
31. (II, 11, 1) ouwsc8r

avaravXas

s

Kal

TO\V 7XoEL-Tov 400opov

roVro

I

CVE7TOlEl

And this caused the greater part of the mortality
41. (II, 57, 2)
xpovov

eve/JeLVav

TB 8\ io3oXf 7-avT7 7rXelO7V
y7Vrv maav
ETEJLOV

KaL 7r/V

T

INDIRECT TRADITION IN THUCYDIDES
In this invasion they remained the longest
time and ravaged the whole countryside
SovXoi yap 4po'v-qua TOaliv48tov
Ka
Tro7rAXLfoT( 7rapaXoyp tvW3aZvov

42. (II, 61, 3)
ac

d7rpOaoOIK7TOV

For before what is sudden, unexpected, and,
least within calculation the spirit quails
(Crawley)

43. (II, 64, 3)
EV
IrvcLV

Exovoav
ELKELV,

yVtzTE

8e

aVGpW'7rOlc

rTXLo-Ta asE 0w/uaTa

OVOva

ucLyltoTOVaVTrJV

a TO T-al
KaL

/V/

.vuoopaiq

av,Xw1KevaL

rrovovS

48. (II, 85, 4)
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KCAEVwv avTw VavS wtl

wXtXoraq 8ta

Txdov3 a7roorTELat

Bidding them send to him promptly as many
ships as possible

49. (II, 89, 9)

KaL (V T7)

C-pyp

KOO7OV

KatLoLyV

7rEpt 7rELOTOv 7yetaOe

And in action think order and silence all
important (Crawley)
50. (II, 95, 3)

98EL

TE KaL o-pai

7rXELcT,T7
biX roTVSXaXKL8faS 7rapa-

XS

KaC TroVS'AOvacovs

yap

va-vat

7roX,E/L.O

yeveolaL

Know that our city has the greatest name in
all the world because she has never yielded to
misfortunes, but has sacrificed more lives and
endured severer hardships in war than any
other (Jowett)

For the Athenians were to join him against
the Chalcidianswith a fleet and as many soldiers
as they could get together (Crawley)
51. (II, 96, 2)

rapEKaXIc&o Kat T(trv OpeLVvv ?p,a-

KW)V 7roAAovs TWV aVTOvO/LWVKaL ,uaxaLpO4popwv,

44. (II,
TE OTt

64, 3) ,uv-q'77 KaTraX Lf4rETal, 'EXXrvwv
7roXo'
Kat
'EXXqvEs 7rEWYTWVon, 7p4a/ev

ILEyLUTOtTS

aVTE'(XO/LEV

The memory will have been left that as
Greeks we ruled the greatest number of Greeks,
and withstood the greatest wars

45. (II, 65, 4)

7XEaIaTov

atLov

VOfCOVTC'

ELVU

oaoV

"

Lirap lrq7av

Kai

aA7

T?)

70o) /LT(POvpov7TXt-rov
8vovaVTO a7rTOV

KaAOVvraL, 4v

52. (II, 97, 2)

vav'

WOSEKa Aa OVTES

7rAEL'TTOVS

8c

KaTa8LW4aVTEs
'AOV7vaZOL

TOV'STf avopas

Eg

a7rO OaXaa-

roAXo

E'7TT(ELV

53. (II, 97, 3) 00o'po;Trec

aZT)V

KaL

TOUS

aVEXO/uvOLes MoXvlpELov .7rfrXeov, ---

The Athenians pursued them, capturedtwelve
ships, and taking on board most of their crews,
sailed away to Molycrium (Jowett)

xK7ravS

T;

i-rCv'EXAAqvjv8v
ro'Acwv, OuWV7rEp iyp4av

sav

codd.]

8apacpov
[owUV

/LdAcLXTa

KaL

7rppO-

&Z Y.v?ov, os VOfTEpOVYTraXKou

Ao.vxaa 7rkAelrTOV877 fE7OL?E,
apyVpLOv

ol

raV' -yap Sta 7TeaTov

.y VEr
E-yL-yvro

For here it reached its maximum inland from
the sea

They piled up (faggots) also as far as they
could reach from the top into the rest of the
city
47. (II, 84, 4)

o

'PoSo'7r77v Ot VAdZorot oxKoivrreS

He also summoned to his standard many of
the highland Thracians, who are independent
and carry dirks; they are called Dii, and most
of them inhabit Mount Rhodope (Jowett)
aw
arqy; avw

Considering him to be the most valuable
46. (II, 77, 3)

?LLOL

3amL-

TETpaKOaU&vTaAXvrwV

&Vva/ALL, a XpvaOK

apyupos

nqL

Tribute from all the barbarian territory and
from the Greek cities, as many as they ruled in
the time of Seuthes (who became king after
Sitalkes and levied the maximum), amounted to
about 400 talents of silver, which came in in
silver and in gold 37

Crawley translates Ss rXeZo-rov8X broinoae "who raised it to its greatest height," while Jowett renders
di
"under whom the amount was greatest." I have preferred a translation that brings out clearly the construction
of the Greek, in which 7rXeiaToy (0p6pov) is direct object of e7rot'7ne, which here means "levied" or "established."
The syntax of the passage is Ss 7rXeZfTToV 8? (fopov)
p0Pov etvaw),
brokTqae,rather than os 7rXeiarov 8*t i7rohf0e (Trv
throwing 7rXeTarov into a predicate position, as is implied in Crawley's rendering. The structure of this sentence is
illustrated by the text of Thuc. VII, 28, 4, in which the author describes the establishment of the 5 per cent tax:
6p
oar
. The idiom was
O OVo
?K6OL- e'oi?
Kat T*J' EIKOo-TIJ' UrO TOVTOV' TJ'p XpivOz' TWV KaTa OLXaaaav irTr TOV
dIKOo'T771v

(or 0p6pov) 7roocat.
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54. (II, 98, 4)
OSpvaot

TOV

S

L7T7rLKOVTO 7TrAETOV

aVTOt

The Odrysians themselves furnished the
greater part of the cavalry
55. (III, 1, 2)
dlpyov

KaL TOv mrXkiaTov OuXLOV TiDV O/Auv

TO /LV/ 7rpOCetOVTa'S

TWV O7rXWV Ta

Ey71'

T?/S

7rOXEGW'KaKOVrpELV

And they prevented most of the mass of lightarmed troops from advancing beyond their lines
and harming the districts near the city
56. (III, 17,

1)

KaL

KaTa

TOV

V7jq C'rXCov iv TOL; 7IrXCZTaL

XpOVOV TOVTOV OV

Or v2jE,; a4'

aV'TOL

at

SEVpyoL

KaLXfL e/EVOVTO

t

17, 4)

T/a

ev otv xp /IaTa OVT(W4;vravJ-

7rpwOTOV, Kact VrC;

TOTavTat

8t1 7rXLctTat

E7rX?/p9qaav

This, then, is the way the money at first was
wastefully spent and these were the numbers of
ships that were manned, at their maximum
58.

(III,

30, 4) 7rAXLa7'aTvOpOOLTO

He would have most success
59.

( III, 31, 2 ) aAAa TO

HeAo7rovvvw

yvwFL?1,

7rdcALv7rpoa,Id^Lat

60. (III, 42, 4) Kat 7rTXLfT av
TOVS

TWV

TOLOVTOV;

Op9OFTO

aSvvdTov4;

7rXLTWJ'

She would fare best if such citizens were
unable to speak
61. (III, 42, 5) Xp7"8,'E
roAtv
TL/1V

TW TE 7rAdLTTa
-

-

B 0fv8,E'O"pova

eV 8ovXCovTt

u')'

7rpoaTtT9Evat

-

The wise city should not give too much honor
to him who counsels her best -

/1EV 17yOV1VO,

T

EarTl

TUvX-7

The simplicity which is so large an element
in a noble nature was laughed to scorn and disappeared (Jowett)
64. (III, 84, 1)
ica,cKL

a7raLSEVoL'a

o'py

7j 7XMLcTTOVEKc(pO-

d7rapaLTq'Tw.

Carried away to extremes of pitiless cruelty
by the wantonness of their passion
65. (III, 104, 6)

Ta' E 7repL

TOV'S

dyova

Ka1L Ta

XLAmTca KLTEXV`Or
V7TO $vFicopwv

The contests and most of the ceremonies had
been abandoned because of hard times

66. (IV, 3, 3) 1aLo,gofooNov;
ToiS AaKESal/OVLOLS
7raELTT

av

/Xa`7rTLV

C'4 avTov

OpJW/L`VOVs;

And speaking the same dialect as the Lacedaemonians they would do them very great
harm using it as a base

TOTE TOLZ JuLEV'rELpwTaLK
KtaTWaTOL%

/aLaTa

S8 OfaXamLOKT
TOLZg

7rOLEL

T77; 8O4`17'l (V T(

ELvaL KaLa Ta

7eta

TE KcaL TaLLs vavETL 7rd-

-

For in those days it was the great glory of
the Lacedaemonians to be a land power distinguished for their military prowess, and of
the Athenians to be a nation of sailors and the
first sea power in Hellas (Jowett)
68. (IV,
Ort

6
14, 3) POVXO/,EVOL
TU7 7rapov'o
a7ro vEWvb7rEo,uaLXovv
7cZlOTov C7rEcEX9ELv

Kat 0

epw;

br7L 7ravT

7 0f
SE iEcTOu6EV77, Kat O /EV T77V

o
MTL-

us

Wishing to exploit their present fortune as
much as possible they fought on from their
ships as if on land
69.

(IV,

17,

5)

oLT SE

a,u/fOTEp7Lpa$v/3,8E,/)LKaat,

62. (III, 45, 5) v

r7S

OTOV 7rpOVXELV

But the most of his thought was, since he had
been late at Mytilene, to get back to the Peloponnesos as soon as possible
XEyEav cxovaa

dEUopLav

63. (III, 83, 1 ) Kca' TrO C`V'?,70,OV'TrO yevvaZov
rrXeTarovuvrETEXEL,
O'avL'oTOv,
KarayEXaaOflv

67. (IV, 12, 3) C7rL
7rov yap

7rXEJaTov Ty;

VaTEpT/KEL, OTL TaXLOTa T7)

ELXCV, E7L&q T7/; MVTLA?v1.

r7

7J/

rXETmra /3Xa7rrovat

Hope also and cupidity, the one leading and
the other following, the one conceiving the attempt, the other suggesting the facility of succeeding, cause the widest ruin (Crawley)

LEVOt

At the time when the fleet was at sea, the
Athenians had the largest number of ships
which they ever had all together, effective and
in good trim (Jowett)
57. (III,
Xkw97 TO

3ovX77rvhKcpOrrlCwV,
VvrOrtOdoau,

7rapfLXo1/TO

kXamtTL /TEal/OAaXEL E'rt

8LKatLLo

ELUL

I(aEt a&7TLrLTOTETO

ELvaL T7Ls E'7rpayLaLs

Wrhilethose who have known most vicissi-

INDIRECT TRADITION
tudes of good and bad have also justly least
faith in their prosperity (Crawley)

70. (IV, 25, 9)
7raTreUoVTES

Kat

yap of f3ap/3apotEvTaig 6ohs

TOVS' 7rXeta0TOvP

71.

(IV,

26, 2) &tafwfEvotT0V
KaTXV

OaXaoar

E7rtvov

oLOVGtKOS

Ka ol

TE 7rXEtEYT-7V
? xpovo

avOt'av

uE(TOV& Kalt O/uXOTaTO'V
7rAEtfTOt avITV

T

K\t

o

Kait -E7rtTa'as

fdxe

The greater number of them and Epitadas
the commander held the central and most nearly
level area where the water was
74. (IV, 32, 3)

o'7r(s

79. (IV, 41, 2)
7rXEoTa

'XjCgovro'Te 7TV

/8Xa7'rTov

rap?Kav

Tra

iroAe,ut ous 7ravTaXo OEv KEKVKXOLE

11
Tot7

Oc
KEpas

VOt'

'E7rtTa8aV Ka\
o'Lrp

'v

In this rout on the right wing most of them
perished, including Lykophron the general
Kat Ta

71-XWYTa

--

vETta4aVTO

serried their ranks

76. (IV, 34, 1 ) Ka\ avTOt T77 TE olfEt TO) OapaEYtV
7rTAetrTOvE1Xyo0T1Es 7roXAamrkaatot
Ofatvo'pEvor

s TE 'Aotvy?v

Ec
e7rXEvoav

TOV

Kat

"'EXos

7rEp't Ocuaaoaav

They sailed against Asine, and Helos, and
most of the maritime settlements

82. (IV, 59, 4)

o Kat

7r,EtUTOV

yEvotTo

acV a$ftov

UyAEVEV TO? 7rapoVTt

OEtOpLEVOts

Which, if we are but persuaded in our present
circumstances, could be for us too of utmost
value
E7rt 7rXEtfTOV

TO

8E acYTa'Ou-7roV

TOy /,EuXXOVTOs

KpaTEt

But the incalculable element in the future
exercises the widest influence (Crawley)
's

7XAEZUTov

O7rEtra'EVOt

Tas

18'as 8ta4opa"s es ai3Ots ava8akXWEOa

Those under Epitadas, the largest body of
troops on the island ----

avTOv

TE

84. (IV, 63, 1) Xpovov

75. (IV, 33, 1) o8t8 7rEptTOV
-

l
To
TSf Tpo717
TLvToKrTa
aL7rEOavoV Kact AVKO'4ppv

EV

O7rIXEUTOt

o aTpaTyyos

Us3

So that the enemy might be baffled as much
as possible, surrounded on all sides

7rXEUTTOV TJV E'V Tfr V2Y9

at

They ravaged Lakonia and, being of the same
dialect, did it very grievous harm

83. (IV, 62, 4)
OTt IrXYTVrT alropta

K

AaKWVtK'V

OYvTr

4ox4ovot

81. (IV, 54, 4)

The unexpectedly long delay in time caused
them the greatest discouragement

ap4xv

aKOVcFaVTES

When they heard this most of them laid aside
their shields and waved their hands in the air

80. (IV, 44, 2)

7rapetxE7rapaXoyov E7rtytyvo0pEvoq

73. (IV, 31, 2)
pt To vO)p 0

8E

Kat Ta'g xdpa avs&c'aaav

irXdtaTot

rEcTTrUT

IV6p

Scraping aside the shingle by the sea most
of them drank such water as could reasonably
be found there
72. (IV, 26, 4)

78. (IV, 38, 1) ot
aO7r18a, ot
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840,Etpav

For the barbarians fell upon them in the
streets and destroyed the greater number of
them
f7rt TD

IN THUCYDIDES

TO

Let us . . . make a treaty for as long a term
as possible, and put off our private differences
to another day (Crawley)

85. (IV, 74, 4)
AaXtayOTOJV

-/EVO/UEVv

KacL
CK

IrIEUTOV
YTaafws

xpovov

8r}

/ETauTaorts

avT-q v)

eVVe/JEtVeV

And taking now most of their courage from
the sight of their own numbers, since they were
obviously many times as many

And this change of government, though it
grew out of a revolt by very few, lasted for a
very long time

77. (IV,

86. (IV, 81, 1)

35, 4)

Kat Xpovov

ucv 7roXvv

"jpE'paSTO 7rAXEUtTOV
TaXatmropovtEvoL au
TE TVS

UaXrY' Kalt 8oljty

Ka\t 7Atov

Kalt

oTEpot

T

VTO

caVTIEXOV

For a long time, indeed for most of the day,
both sides held out against all the torments of
the battle, thirst, and sun (Crawley)

aetov

7rXEtUTOV

AaKE8atuovtot'9

yEVOpEVOV

Who was of utmost use to the Lacedaemonians
87. (IV, 90, 4)
^eaTo,
ArqAtOv

To

,uev

E'7rEtTa, Cs

arTpaTO7rE8ov

T'a

7rXEZTa a7rETETE'-

7rpoa7rEX'paov

abro TOV
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Afterwards, when the greater part had been
finished, the army made an initial withdrawal
from Delion
88. (IV, 90, 4)

ftAot Of reitaTotOEVLEV6'3

ot
KaL oi/EV

exwpovv,o? 8' o7rXtc

Ta

GE/lvoL

o7rXa qarTov

The greater part of the light-armed troops
proceeded on their march, but the hoplites piled
their arms and rested (Jowett)

8s

3paXv', to
TCKOV a

a'

O0KOVvTra? $v/LELKTroL'
Kat

8t7yAXJJTV,
7rXeZTTOV

7TOTf Kac 'AOivas

Tr

leAaoaytKov,

TvpoqvGv

Evat

XaXKtSLKOV
TWOV Ka

Kat

OLK-qJcaLVTV,

EVt

A?I7vo'v

vout/avrTEr

eaXWKevat

TaVT"

rqor)

TOxl)ptOV,

S T7\VGckaoaav Ka\ Ta\ vaks w'p1rjaav
But those not so near, and still more those
furthest off, thought that the place was already
taken at that point, and fled in haste to the sea
and the ships (Crawley)
vyj

,Z

r ^

Ut

131, 3)
'

ITL Tfl AKLUVl
v

ol 7rAdToaot ro

Kai 8tatyovlreq
7

I

,EO

'0^X\

TpaTolrov

Ea2)XOV

,'q

T '

ES a1v -v

Most of them eluded the army before Skione
and entered into the city
92. (V, 6, 2) alOvTag /LtUoOo Ep)aKag 7rXEUS
TTOV
w3
Who were to bring as many Thracian mercenaries as they could
93. (V, 9, 4)

7TXWYaT av OpGOlTO

He would have most success
94. (V, 16, 1)

NtKia

o

NtKrqpaTOv,

7rAXUTTa rwv

eV cTTpaT-/tLatL
TOTEeV 4OfpO/LEVOg

Nikias the son of Nikeratos, the most blessed
by fortune in his generalships of the men of that
day
95.

(V,

46,

1)

dcvac 8taaraaa0rat

For with their affairs now going well it was
best for them to preserve their prosperity as
long as possible
96. (V, 74, 1)
EyyVTaTa

8

TOVT(V

Kat fl

/IEV MaXI) TOlaVT-

Y7EVETO,7ArEL'UTOV 8-

EXXrvtKxv

TTV

KaL

Kat

XPO'VOV /AV,LEUlTJ

7ro'XAEV

a4OXOyO)TaTWV

V7rO

OTt

oY4btat

lAev

yap

E6

Such, or very nearly such, was the battle, the
greatest in a very long time amongst the Hellenes and joined by the most considerable cities
97. (V,

90. (IV, 115, 3) ot 8S a7rWGEV, Ka\ ot
OL
Xatora 8La

91. (IV,

E7rtX rAECUTov a'pttTOV

BtoaX-

WHVE'

Kat

KpBaTTVLKoV

Kac

Which are inhabited by mixed races of bilingual barbarians, and there is present also a
small Chalkidic element; but the greater part
are Pelasgians (of those Tyrrhenians who settled once in Lemnos and in Athens), and
Bisaltians and Krestonians and Edonians

rXetroToV,

($

r97v cvrpaytav

evveAOov(ra

89. (IV, 109, 4)
f3apf3apow

7rpay/LaTV

e0(OTrwv

TWV

99)

7TtTpE/aVTES

MTI

OV'TOt yap

Cv

arXE'T

TE aVTOVS Katt

UT4aS
3tOVr

a'

V T(J)

aXOy1`c9T

jp

7rpovTTo

KLVSVVOVKaTat7T-flJEotV

For these are the most reckless and most apt
to bring themselves and us into obvious danger
98.

(V,

aVTOV9

105, 4)

Kat Ta

AaKE8attovto& ya\p rpos

ertxtpta

vo/iUtxa

7rXAYTa

Caas

AfV

Xpw'vTat

&PIET'

For the Lacedaemonians, with respect to
themselves and their national customs, are exceedingly virtuous
99. (V, 111, 3) ov
Xpos

xat

avGp&'rovs

yap 8,

7rpOV7rTOtS KVSVVO'

EWt yE TrqV EV TOESat'XIE'taTa

tLa40Et`povuav

Tpf'/IEU9E

ataXv'vqV

For surely you will not take refuge in that
sense of honor which causes men most harm in
times of shameful and obvious crisis
100. (V, 111, 4) IXorUrT aV OpOOtvTo
They would have most success
101. (V, 113) Kai AaKEdat/ovnot3 KaL TVXl Kat
eA7rt'atIrXetarov 8') 7rapa/3E/A37uE`vot Kat 7rtaeTvaavTEq
rXAEZaTOVKat Uc,aX?)ak'aea

And as you have staked most on, and trusted
most in, the Lacedaemonians, your fortune, and
your hopes, so will you be most completely deceived (Crawley)
102. (V, 115, 4)
7rXEafra ESvvavTo

faEVEyKaL4EVOt UITOV TE

xp#ot/a

avaxwp?7aavTEs

Kat\ 0o'a

gorvxaagov

They brought in grain and as many necessities as they could; then they retired and took
no further action

INDIRECT TRADITION IN THUCYDIDES
103. (VI, 5, 1)

Kat XaAxtS,a ,u?v Ol
orXdaTOr

'XGov

111. ( VI, 30, 1)
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rTOv /Jev oIv evtaxwv

erqvaTrotKtav

7rAXEUTOts Kat ratsa orTaywyoti

And Chalkidians for the most part came to
the colony

Kat oiT7 aXX-) 7rapaoKevrK
EVVE7r-TO
es KepKvpav evXAX'yEawat

OXKaOrt Kat Tots

tots
rTxolols

7pOTEpOV

(fplTO

We all know that men have the greatest respect for that which is farthest off (Jowett)

Orders had been previously given to most of
the allies, to the corn-ships, the smaller craft,
and generally to the vessels in attendance on
the armalament,
that they should muster at Corcyra (Jowett)

105. (VI, 11, 6) opaz Kat 7repf' 7rArov
7rXktTrovSoeav apErrls tLLAcrEETtV

KEKTVvTat, 0Gev o Te 7roAXoE/L Kat TaXAa

104. (VI, 11, 4) ra yap Sta

7rAXoTrov iravrts topev

OavAato'jueva

Kat Ala

The rather because they have laboured so
earnestly and so long to win a name for valour
(Jowett)
106. (VI, 13, 1 )

112. (VI, 34, 2)

Xpvou'v yap Kat apyvpov 7rXEUTrTv

113. (VI, 34, 4)

U
yvOvTas o'rt rtOvplda
a/xtoVTa
I/Ev

7raVTfS,

KaTopOovvTaL 7rpovota S'c 7rATTra

Realizing that they have success least because of mere desire and most because of forethought

et O

/,

tKECXtWrat
yap et
OTt 7rUrotTo

Ac/

YaVTEma7rav TO v3rapXOV VaVrtKOV

7rcLTpL8a

KaXwkapeaL TOVT' dvatu o,
(O,I3XwuIn,
7rXELUTai) EKQJVdtvaL /L)
w4cX~in)+
TO

av rv

The first duty of a good magistrate is to do
the very best which he can for his country, or,
at least, to do her no harm which he can avoid
(Jowett)
108. (VI, 15, 1) ~Ojuv
SC 'AG9qvatwv 7raptoVTeq
\

E~~~~O-Oo,t
7rap7vovZ
Kat Ta

.

efl7TLyEVa

NtK`as

TOLavJTa

Of /LEV TrXEorot
at

\ A'

tv

/7L7 XVEV,

o'
o

irE,

T7OV

aTpaTEVEtv
S'

1

f TtVES Kat

iv tSWE'Xot/Ev

4,w'v,

KaGEXKV'-

----

For if we Sicilians should all be willing-or,
if not all, as many as possible with us-to
launch our entire available navy

107. (VI, 14)

T7ropE

For they possess gold and silver in abundance, by which war and everything else
flourishes

----

114. (VI, 49, 2) 7ITXeiot
Tyap
a2v vvV
vavivav
For they would seem now to be the greatest
number
115. (VI, 54, 5)

Ka

7rETr8EVUav
v

7rt 7rXwTroV87

TvpaVVOt OVTOt apET7V Kat tVVEutV

And these tyrants cultivated virtue and wisdom to the utmost
116. (VI, 64, 1)

a ytyvWaKOVTES

Ot a7paTqlo
Twv
alyetv 7rav8?snl CK

&v-re`A,Eyov

'A07vat`wV Ka't fovXo',evot

Nikias spoke thus; most of the Athenians
who came forward urged that they make the
expedition and not repeal the votes that had
been taken, though a few arg^uedon the other
side

T7jS

The generals of the Athenians, aware of this
and wishing to lead them in a body out of the
city as far as possible

109. (VI, 22)

o7rWS WS MrXEaUrot
oaovTat

mkda-?ra

XacAt9Ta8E xp?7/-aTaa&VTOEv Wos

E'xftv

And particularly to have as much money as
possible from home
110. (VI, 27, 1)

/LLd VVKTt

ot

rTOkewq OTt 7TXEUYToV

/ ETtV
117. (VI, 72, 4) olS TE o7rXau
a

Kiroptovnes,

Providing arms to those who had none, so
that they might be as numerous as possible
118. (VI, 83, 1)

av0'

dv

a$tol Te

OVTEs

aC&a

apoXOuEV, OTt TE VaVTtKOV 7TXetaTOV TE Kat 7rpoGv4tav
kAdToTot 7TepteKO'777oav

Ta 7rpo'o-ora

In one night the faces of most of them were
mutilated

avrov\

aTpOodLatarToV

7rapEaXo',ieOa

'E TOVS

'EXX?va%,

cat

Wherefore not only do we rule because we
are worthy, having furnished to the Hellenes
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the greatest navy and the most unhesitating
zeal, but also ---

119. (VI, 88, 3)

crpaucov
TOVS E*tKEXOvS

Ta 7rpos

o7ron avroZ; WusXraTOt

128. (VII, 56, 4)

7rpocrXwpaovTat

They negotiated with the Sikels so that as
many as possible might come over to them
120. (VI, 88, 6)
UTOVS

EKEIAEoV i7r7rOVs

a WlatvJ

T
rXE&i-

121. (VII, 3, 4)

T

voTepayat aywv T/V Ev
7Tpos Ta TELX?) TOV

?

Ty', crTpaTtaS
J'Af6rvat`Wv

Indeed, there were never so many peoples
assembled before a single city (Crawley)

122. (VII, 4, 5)

CE'TEI-XEt` TpE

aVTO7q Ta TE

Ta

Ta
afLeyaAa

ZpT/Et

a cfpovpta'

Kat ev

Oy

,A

ot av

,

Ka& V?7LtLWTWV
OOcoLmEKaaraXTaOev

T' 4v 7rATX-roTL xp-uaa06at

orv

T(ov

rvAxt7mos

7'KEV

7roXAEWVv

e7te

qfTaaLEtalTovs

8AarrTTOVTre7Ao-trTa

EXtv

Kal evyKaXc`aa
US-

US)g

&7r 7ElcTOV

E&VVaTO

He led the foot-soldiers toward the sea and
extended their line as far as he could
132. (VII, 70, 4)

7rATo-rat

yap

r\ avlTat

Ev

Evav/IatXpaav /3paXv ya\p a7reAt7rovevvalA&taKO'atat yeve'aat

And never did so many fight in so small a
space, for the two fleets together amounted to
nearly two hundred (Jowett)
133. (VII,

ao-TpaTtav

7rept aO4as

TOVS
4vpaKoaLoVq

Kat aITOKTEL/vowtV avTwv

iv 7T

WAXELc'TOv

And they killed the greater number of them
in the attempt to embark

71, 6)

avrov\

SE Kat oi 7rATX-rotSoq
LAAOL

Kai O7ra aUCO aov7Tat

&EacKo7rovv

But others, and the greater number, now
began to look to themselves and how they
should be saved
134. (VII, 75, 5)
Kat Ol 7rXTarot

SvvavTat 7rAEtEJTas

And he called together the Syracusans and
said they must man as many ships as they could
126. (VII, 30, 2)

^

ES TaS Evpa-

Gylippos came to Syracuse bringing as many
troops as he could from each of the cities he
had persuaded
125. (VII, 21, 2)

rapTra6Ev

oTepat

EKaaraXoEV 7TXELOqv ASvvaro

sfn xp~vat 7rkX)porvvavU

Xa-ra

131. (VII, 69, 3) ?vyeTOV rEtOV rTpO\ T)\V GaAaaaav

Kat at TaXEdaL vryEs

And as many others as could possibly be
obtained from the different islanders (Jowett)

a7To

KtV8VVwv OVTOt OraVLWTaTOt

rXEtoTa CKELTO Kat Ta rTXoa

EAaXt(Tp

ayov

Ka\
^

And these are the rarest of hazards which
bring the greatest profit when they succeed
while causing a minimum of harm if they fail

123. (VII, 20, 2)

124. (VII, 21, 1) o

,

sK TOV caaAval

ta\ ro\ ev,vXat

Kat

IoVtTa%;

TO XrArUYTov'IoWvE OVTES

And for the most part all these being Ionians
and descendants of the Athenians except the
Karystians

He built three forts, and in them the greater
part of the stores were deposited and the large
boats as well as the ships of war were now
anchored there

oiov

Kat

ovr~T~VE~ Katat a7r
w''AO-qvadov
KapvorTw'
A0vvwAr 7rXA)v
Kapv
LW

OTOt 7raVTE1

130. (VII, 68, 3)

On the following day he took the greater part
of his army and deployed it facing the walls of
the Athenians

O-KEV

tltav

vapETatE

7TA,ETT?7V

E'KE'

E!Ov-qy'ap 7rmUaTa S) srt

7roXtVTav'TqV 6vvr/Xf9E

129. (VII, 57, 4)

7rE/7rEtV

They bade them send to them as many horses
as possible

nQ}

127. (VII, 36, 5) 7rAXE1Tov yap ev aVTp vX-qUGV
For they would have the greatest advantage
in it

a7frr17VO/OAr1Keo-av

yap 7racLaL Te

rapaXp27/a

For they had long since deserted, and the
most of them had done so at once
135. (VII,

76)

yWVi uxWVw eAetv

/3ovAo/pEvos Wu em7\t XrXeoTV yeTl

Desiring to effect some benefit with his voice
carrying as far as possible

INDIRECT TRADITION IN THUCYDIDES
136. (VII, 78, 2) rovs 8S cKevo0o'povS

Kat

TOv

7raoTarov oXkov EVrOrIExOVOL o7rtTat

The hoplites had in the center the baggagecarriers and the bulk of the host
137. (VII, 80, 1)

7rvpa

KaVouavTas ws

TrAXtOra

To light as many watch-fires as possible and
lead the army away
138. (VII, 85, 4)

7rXdctrrosya\p

Kal

TOV

iavV

ov'SEV\

TOVTh)

8\7 c/o'vos

X
4KEXMC

EV TC

ovrog

139.

EyE VETO

(VII, 86, 1) 4vva0potiOfvTES
ot evU/i/axot, TCv TE aixIaaIVTwv

1rAIETrovs3

0? 0o :vpaK,Otot

o'rovo Sov'vavTo

Kat ra oKvXa &vaXaP06'reg, a4vexwp-oav

eg

7roXtV

r,V

The Syracusans and their allies assembled
their forces, and gathering up as many of the
prisoners as they could and their spoil they
returned to the city
140. (VIII,

17, 2) o'rt7rXract3 'r6v 7ro,Ewv Eea

Xt'wv SvVaews

Ti-

Kat XaXKt8&'w a7r0orrquaa

Having caused the revolt of as many of the
cities as possible with the help of the Chian
power and of Chalkideus
141. (VIII,
7TroV

17, 3) Xa9o'vreg o'v

Ka\t 00LtOTaVES

144. (VIII, 40, 2) ot yap otKeTat TOs XLovS
7rX'v AaKESatpovtWV
ta ye 7roXEu

0 7rov

ToO
To 7rXEctrTov

)v TOV TE ETpO1AftX8V

7rXEaLrot yevo4levot

For the Chians had many slaves, in fact the
most for any one city except the Lacedaemonians
145. (VIII, 40, 2) e6Ov aTotoAt'a Te E'Xpacrav
ot 7roAAot
7rpO\aov\T Ka\tTa 7rXdTTacKcaKa\
7rtoTapuvot

7roX4'ju

This was the greatest slaughter and less than
none of those in this Sicilian war
Kat

Amorges unto themselves and received them
into their ranks without doing them any harm,
for the greater number of them were from the
Peloponnesos
a
7roXXot OVTEs Ka\t

T7V orTpaTtav

a7raLyetv
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Ka\t

T)V X(Ipav O4TOt Epaoav

Most of them immediately deserted to them
and, knowing the country, these were the ones
who did most of the damage 38
146. (VIII, 65, 2) Kat KaTaXa/43cvovot
7a rXE-tTa
TOTS
bTatpOLS 7rpoetpyaOlAeva
And they found most of the work already
done by their associates
147. (VIII, 66, 5)
7rpos

o't'ywv

Tovs

KaL

7roAXov\
o
E7rotraV

7TO

7rtoTOV OV'TOt /LeytrTov

KaL 7rXEtorTa es T-7v Twv

ado LActav ceW'Xpoav

And these created the greatest mistrust among
the multitude and helped most toward the
security of the few
148. (VIII, 68, 1)
eVVE\tS

o

EvTrot a Trav ro

OT(-) TpO7rW KaTEcTTr ES TOVTO Kat

7rpavya

aX 7rTXtC(TOV

-p- -

Tov 0paLTVKXeca ---

C7rtpe7OE\tGs'AvTrtcfxvV)v dv,

Not observed during the greater part of the
voyage and a little ahead of Strombichides and

But the real author and maturer of the whole
scheme, who had been longest interested in it,
was Antiphon, a man --(Jowett)

Thrasykles - - -

142. (VIII, 22)
T(Llt

flovkoX4Evot ala

Ws 7rXEtarTov

eVYKtV8VVEVEtv

Wishing at the same time for as many as
possible to share the danger with them
143. (VIII, 28, 4)
\

TOV

'A *

'

A Opynv

AdSK776amTEs

7rapa

\

,r&

aaS

evvEfTaav,

ToVs T'

E7rtKOVp0VJ ToVS

aZ,o\R

KO

avto

OTt

,
KotTavTEs

r)(Jav

Kat

OL 7rAetaTo t

7rEpt
OVK

149. (VIII, 68, 1) Trov\/EVTOta'yWvtCoe`vov3
eV 8tKaoTT?ptW
Kat cv orMp 7r-XtorTaelt avv
coceXEtv
ev/,4ovXEV'aatro rt, SvvaL/Evos W

Kat

TTLs

But there was no man who could do more
for any who consulted him, whether their business lay in the courts of justice or in the assembly (Jowett)

EK

HeAo7roVVrov

They took the allies who had been with

150. (VIII,
/LaUtora Kalt

90,
E'K

1)

7TXTrTov

'AptoTaPxos,
evaVrtos

avrqp eV

rots

Trw q/Uxw

Crawley's " did the greatest mischief" and Jowett's " did the greatest damage" miss this completely.
See No. 18 above for this type of usage: plural number,with noun in agreement and also in the plural.
88
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Aristarchos the bitter and inveterate enemy
of the commons (Crawley)

152. (VIII, 96, 5)

ta4opot

yap

7TAmTTrovov7ve

TOV 'rpO7rOV

Being radically different in temper

151. (VIII, 92, 10) ot SC o7rXtXat
0
Ot 7rAXLrTOL 7h) Epy( Ka\t ov'

o/u-rE

153. (VIII, 96, 5)

TEX6)povv

aAws

TIE

Ka"t E'V aVpX

avTLK

7rXetuTa (OkEXAovv

ET,E/e`,ovro

Most of the heavy infantry went on with the
work and did not falter

They were of the greatest benefit, especially
in a maritime empire

Had Thucydides wished to say in II, 13, 3 that the maximum was 10,000 talents,
he had only to follow his own habit to determine the idiom. The clearest Thucydidean
turn of phrase would have been: iAXEo-rayadp&),u5pta E'yEvero, with the use of the
particle 8 also characteristicallyThucydidean,39and with no article.
III
The papyri, on the whole, confirm the texts of Thucydides that we know from
the books; it would be extraordinary if anything else were true. It would be of
interest, surely, if our present text could be documented one way or the other from
the papyri, but I could not myself feel that much would be proved thereby. One
papyrus in Geneva comes very close to having the passage in question. It comes from
Thucydides, II, 13, and has parts of lines which overlap the text in question. The
publishededition reads as follows (The Geneva Papyrus, ca. A. D. 200): 40
[X]PndIUa7rwvriqq irpoo68ov],

r&
a'[&roXXa rov ITroXE4Lov]
yvwl4 [77 Ka' XpYpa,crctw]
1TEpL[oVcTiat KpaTEwOa]t.

5

lpOT(]
Oapo-[Ev rE E'KEXEVE

-

-L6VT [awv uEv E'%aKoT&]-

-V X[aXavrcvWcos E7'I]
ro '70[ XV 0opov ZCar EVav]

-

-^rova [iro rc7w Cv,paXaw]

10

X [I-

t roXEt a'vEv r'qs aA] -

-X[rj-i rpoo60v,......]

Aux lignes 13 et 14, traces d'initiales.
Cavaignac has made a text which utilizes the traces of letters in lines 13 and 14,
as well as in line 12, and has suggested the following version: 4
39See J. D. Denniston, The Greek Particles (1934), p. 207.
40 Jules Nicole, Textes grecs ine'dits de la collection papyrologique de Gene've (Geneva, 1909),
p. 17 and plate II.
A1ctes du Congres de Strasbourg (Ass. Bude, 1939), pp. 90-92.
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X [lT rpoco0)v, virapXo6v
r[wv 8E Ev r t aKpOTo6XEL]
a [Ei VOTE apyvpLOV EIrTcrT
,I ovEyeaKLcTXt?LXV --

-]

The readings, Cavaignac confessed, were subject to doubt. Indeed, it must be held
that they are in part incorrect. These lines in the facsimile have been examined by
Colin Roberts, who assures me that the initial letter in line 13 is surely lambda (not
alpha), and that the initial letter of line 14 was probably epsilon. I have not myself
seen the papyrus, but Colin Roberts examined it again in Geneva in 1953 and confirmed the readings which he had made from the published facsimile. We may read,
therefore, in the text in question either the book-version or the scholiast's version of
Thucydides, and our decision must be that the evidence here for establishing a text is
entirely negative. The possible texts are printed here as alternatives A and B:
A
12

X[-qg 7irpouo'8ov, 'v7rapXo'v]
r [ awv8E Ev rqj aKpoVO']
x[Et E' To'rEapyvpiov]
e [ rtca'4,ov ~caKLO-6Xt]
[cv raXavrcv
]

18 letters

16 letters
18 letters
18 letters

B
X [s 7rpoo680v,
Vi7rapxovi
12 r[co)v8E EV-taKpOVO']
T
X [EL aE 7rorE apyvpiov]
E[ro- '4xov E'eaKtcTXtXt]
]
[cov raXatcov - --

18 letters

16 letters
18 letters
18 letters

It would have been easy to exaggerate the importanceof a reading in this papyrus,
as Croiset and Cavaignac were in danger of doing, even if it could have been demonstrated that a&E' IToE or ETL ITore stood in the text. My belief is that both versions have
a long history, either one of which might have appearedin this chance papyrus.
The financial history of Athens in the fifth century has been worked over in
some detail by Wade-Gery, McGregor, and me in the third volume of our Athenian
Tribute Lists. I do not intend to call to mind now more than the fundamentals. Primarily it is the evidence of the tribute lists that has put the seal of impossibility on a
total accumulationof 10,000 talents. We can reckon an annual surplus of about 200
talents in tribute-income from the allies. In the years from 476 to 449 (just over 25
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years) this accumulationamounted to about 5000 talents, which is, in fact, the sum
of which the famed Anonymus Argentinensis speaks as being in the public treasury,
when Euthydemos was archon in 450/49, collected according to the assessment of
Aristeides. The true name of the archon in 450/49 was Euthynos, epigraphically
attested. But Diodoros (XII, 3, 1), and doubtless later copies of the Atthidographers,
knew him as Euthydemos, and as such he appears in the papyrus.42 Some scholars
have argued that, since a known Euthydemos was archon in 431/0, the citation should
apply to that year. This would rob the citation of its relevance, for the reference is
to the beginning of the great public works on the Acropolis, and to the use made by
Perikles of the money of the Delian League in building them. One must read the text
of the 4nonymus Argentinensis in the light of Demosthenes's speech against Androtion, on which it is a commentary. Demosthenes was speaking of the great men of
earlier days, and his text runs as follows: 4
" The men who built the Propylaia and the Parthenon, and decked our other
temples with the spoils of Asia, trophies in which we take a natural pride,-you know
of course from tradition that, after they abandoned the city and shut themselves up
in Salamis, it was because they had the war-galleys that they won the sea-fight and
saved the city and all their belongings, and made themselves the authors for the rest
of the Greeks of many great benefits, of which not even time can ever obliterate the
memory."
The scholiast felt obliged to comment on this, and to correct an obvious historical
error. So taking as his cue the words " they built the Propylaia and the Parthenon"
he wrote as follows (The Anonymus Argentinensis, before 100 A. D.): 4
The fact that the papyrus and Diodoros both mistakenly have the name as Euthydemos shows
that they were following the Atthidographic tradition of their day. Gomme's suggestion that this
does not inspire confidence in our interpretation of the papyrus is odd (op. cit., p. 10); on the contrary, we know the source for Diodoros, and it is quite normal to discover that the source for the
papyrus was the same.
43 Demosthenes, XXII, 13: Ot TLa 7rpo7rVAata
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The text is given here on the basis of the publication in A.T.L., II, p. 61 (D13).
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"They began to build their sanctuaries,,and they made the statue, thirty-three
years after the Persian Wars, Perikles having proposeda decree in the archonship of
Euthydemos that the Athenians use the 5000 talents lying in the public treasury and
collected from the tribute according to the assessment of Aristeides."
Demosthenes had said that the mnenof Marathon built the Propylaia and the
Parthenon. This was not true. The honor belonged to the generation of their children,
to the age of Perikles rather than to the age of Miltiades and Themistokles. The
proof lay in the record. It was in 450/49 that Perikles legalized the use of Confederate
funds for the beautifying of Athens, and the Parthenon and Propylaia as we know
them were not even commencedtill long after the Persian Wars. The interpretation
of the papyrus does not, I think, depend on our restoration of it, for the essential
elements are all preserved. Years later-they began to build-in the archonship of
Euthydemos-Perikles a decree-the talents lying in the public treasury-five thousand according to the (blank) of Aristeides.
The Parthenon building accounts begin in 447/6 (I.G., I2, 339); the accounts
of the Propylaia span the five years from 437/6 to 433/2 (I.G., 12, 363-367); the
statue of Athena Parthenos was dedicated in 438 (Philochoros, Frag. 121 Jacoby).
The money given to the overseers of these works came largely from the treasury of
Athena. This is obvious to anyone who will read the epigraphical record. For the
great buildings the only direct contribution from the hellenotamiai, the treasurers of
the Delian Confederacy, was the amount of the quota due to Athena each year-a
matter of six or seven talents. The funds of the Delian League had been incorporated
into the treasury of Athena earlier than 448/7. The evidence of the papyrus gives
the precise year of Perikles's motion as 450/49 and the precise amount as 5000 talents.
This disposition of the League funds was one of the basic differences between Perikles
and Thoukydides son of Melesias, which led to the latter's ostracism in 443 B. C., and
the use which Perikles is here shown to have made of the money of the League is
supported to the limit by our literary tradition, including the very full account in
Plutarch's Life of Pericles (XII-XIV).
I must digress for a moment to answer recent criticism of our treatment of this
"
papyrus which has come from Silvio Accame and from Arnold Gomme.47Accame
writes as follows about the account given in The Athenial Tribute Lists:
" Gli autori pongono inoltre nella prima estate del 449 dopo la pace di Callia un
decreto di Pericle che autorizzava secondo loro l'impiego di 5.000 tal., raccolti nel
tesoro degli alleati con pagamenti dei tributi, per le ricostruzioni di Atene, riferito
argument depends on the preserved portions rather than on the restorations, further comment is at
present withheld. Some additional observations are given below, on pp. 213-214.
46 Riv. di Fil., LXXX, 1952, pp. 229-232.
-7 Historia, II, 1953, pp. 10-12, 21.
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dall' A nonimo Argentinense, e poggiano questa teoria su nuovi supplementiapportati
al testo dell' Anonimo. Ma che tale decreto spetti a dopo la pace di Callia e da escludere
perche esso per gli autori sarebbe datato dall'arconte del 450-49, mentre la pace di
Callia cade giusta Diodoro, si e visto, sotto l'arconte Pedieo (449-8) e non puo
risalire all'arcontatoprecedente (450-49) - --."
I have two comments to make here: first, we have tried, I think, with good
conscience to draw our conclusions from the preserved portions of the Anonymus
Argentinensis and not to base them upon supplements either old or new; and, second,
I am surprised that Accame thinks the date given by Diodoros for the Peace of
Kallias a matter of importance.48His dates in the fifth century have very little independent value, are frequently demonstrably wrong, and he has attached dates to
events-as Arnold Gomme once remarked-" on so childish a principle and applied
even this principleso carelessly, that he is more of a hindranceto truth than a help." 4
Accame then presents his own interpretation of the Anonyrnus Argentinensis.
He allows the commentatorto give the precise date for the beginning of construction
on the public buildings, and then-I am now quoting Accame-" seguendo il suo filo
cronologico, puo darsi che egli abbia richiamato le deliberazioni di Pericle sotto l'arconte Euthydemos (431-0) quasi per indicare il termine di quelle construzioni."
This is hard to follow. The deliberations of Perikles in 431/0 had nothing to do
with the end of construction, and, anyway, there were at that time no 5000 talents in
the treasury of the hellenotamiai. The amount on the Acropolis was 6000 talents
(almost), and, if one wants to reduce this to 5000 talents by setting aside 1000 as
the " untouchablereserve," one still has the problemof explaining how Aristeides can
have been responsible for collecting the money of Athena and of the Other Gods,
which was a large proportion even of these 5000 talents. Accame does not face this
problem, and, in fact, has no explanation. Instead, he wishes to leave the Anonymus
Argentinensis out of his calculations altogether. I shall quote from him only a little
further: " A me preme l'aver messo in risalto che fino a quando non interverranno
altre scoperte, l'Anonimo Argentinense, frammentario com'e, non puo fornire alcuna
base sicura allo studio della finanza ateniese nel V secolo, e conviene per ora prescindere
da esso."
Yet we cannot simply think this text away. Even its fragmentary lines are very
real. One thinks of Hamlet's dissatisfaction with life; in more telling words he ex48 See
A.T.L., III, p. 169 with note 39; also p. 178 with note 63 and p. 299. Accame's acceptance
of the date 449/8 for the Peace of Kallias seems to depend on Beloch, Gr. Gesch., II, 22, p.
212. If
he believes that this date comes from a chronological source which gives it greater validity
than
other dates in Diodoros, such a thesis remains to be demonstrated.
49
Commentarv on Thucydides, I, p. 52.
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pressed much the same wishful sentiment that he might also hold aloof from too
present reality:
0 that this too too solid flesh would melt,
Thaw and resolve itself into a dew.
We ought not to wish this, even of the Anonymus Argentinensis, which was written,
presumably,earlier than A. D. 100, and which seems to be derived from an Atthis that
knew and used Athenian decrees, or some collection of Athenian decrees, as a source.
The collectionof Krateros comes to mind, while the name of the archon as Euthydemos
shows that the later tradition of the Atthidographers, and not the decree itself (which
must have had Euthynos), was the immediate source.
Gomme's treatment of the papyrus is no less unsatisfactory than that of
Accame. He doubts not only the restorations which have been proposed in The
Athenian Tribute Lists but also the authority of it as a commentary on Demosthenes
(op. cit., p. 21). Yet he accepts the conclusionsof A.T.L., III to the extent of positing
that Perikles authorized in 450/49 the use of the reserve fund of 5000 talents which
had been accumulated down to that time from the surplus of the tribute that was
collectedaccording to the assessment of Aristeides (op. cit., p. 12). On the other hand,
he does not accept this interpretation either, for it finds no place in his report on the
state of the Athenian treasury between 454/3 and 432/1 (p. 20). We are left with a
sort of argumentativemorass,50not made any the less treacherousby other suggestions
which Gomme has put forward for restoring the text of the papyrus-suggestions in
which he himself says that he has little confidence.
His lack of confidenceis supremely justified. It is a very grave objection to the
whole concept which Gomme advances for these proposed lines (op. cit., p. 11) that
they would have nothing to do with the beginning of work on the Parthenon and
Propylaia, which is the theme that the commentary sets out to discuss. The text
which he proposes gives commentarywhich allegedly states that on motion of Perikles
in 431/0 not to use the money in the public treasury the Athenians voted to move the
5000 talents collected according to the assessment of Aristeides to the Acropolis. This
argues that when Perikles proposed one resolution (not to use the money in the
treasury) the Athenians voted to do something different (to place the 5000 talents of
tribute money on the Acropolis). Nor is it reasonableto attribute to Perikles in 431/0
a motion which had already been taken care of by Kallias in 434/3 (D2, lines 12-17,
as published in A.T.L., II, p. 47). A further absurdity is the assumptioiathat 5000
50Gomme's last sentence on p. 15 (op. cit.) has it that the Anon ymus Argentinensis says only
(if we accept the A.T.L. restoration) that the 5000 tal. from the tribute was to be used for the
building, not that this was the total of all reserves in 450. His first sentence on p. 16 (op. cit.)
says that at the time of tbe Samian War all the League's reserve was already with Athena. It is the
second position which he maintains later; perhaps we may take it as a sufficient refutation of the
view in his own preceding sentence.
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talents, collected according to the assessment of Aristeides, were taken up to the
Acropolis in 431/0. Gommethinks that the Greek he has restored does not mean this,
but how can [,uEraKoFdiu] EWVEs rq'p io)Xtvbe read"in any other way? It is Gomme'sidea
that the reference may pass as touching on the 5000 talents that were available in
431/0 (II, 24, 1) after the iron reserve had been established, but he concedes " It
would not be a very accurate reference; nor very relevant to the text of Demosthenes;
but we do not know how far we can rely on this small fragment, and it is not more
irrelevant than the information about triremes below."
The relevanceof the triremes is a matter of opinion, to which I shall return later.
The relevance of Gomme'stext to the building of the Parthenon and Propylaia is nil.
Nor can the 5000 talents left on the Acropolis in 431/0 after the establishment of the
iron reserve be defined as money collected according to the assessment of Aristeides.
They include all the coined money of Athena, as well as a sum belonging to the Other
Gods well in excess of 750 talents, and with none of this can Aristeides have had any
connectionwhatsoever.
When we bear in mind, as Gommeasks us to do, that what we have in the papyrus
is only the epitomneof a commentary,we do not have to doubt its adequacy so far as it
goes; nor do we have to believe that the epitomator failed to give us the essential facts
of his original.5' As I said above, with reference to Accame, the skeleton of the story
is in the preservedpart of the papyrus and may be read fairly well with no restoration
by anybody.
Gomme says that he does not believe in the second lemma given in the text as
published in A.T.L., I, p. 572 (T9): [r7 Trpt 'EL9 AEL E'x]EwV Es r)v iorXwV.In this he
may be right,-as to wording, that is. There can be no doubt, I think, that it is, in fact,
a new lemma. Not only does the sequel (,UEr' EKEWVOYVO
-)
carry on, in asyndeton,
like the opening clause of a new comment,52but there is no way in which the trirernes
can be related to the beginning of the Parthenon, and no way in which UETr'EKEWVO YwVO
---

-- --

can itself be the lemma. The triremes are mentioned in the text of Demosthenes

on which this passage is a commentary. Because the Athenians had them they
returned safely to their home after the flight to Salamis. They " saved the city and all
their belongings." I owe to Wade-Gery the suggestion that the lemma may have
read [OrLtEv'vavro KacEXO] EL3vEiS r)rv Io6Xtv. The reason for the return was of course
the possession of the triremes, and commentary about ships was eminently in order.
But this means a second lemma, and I can see nothing but confusion in Gomme'sargument that there was none.
51 Suggestions

about the pedigree of the Anon ymus Argentinensis are given on p. 213, above.
Cf. the commencement of the preceding comment about the Parthenon and Propylaia with
the words ,xr-' r7q.
52
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IV
The text of the Anonymus Argenttinenisis is not only intelligible in itself, and consistent with what we know of Periklean policy and of revenue from the tribute lists,
but it helps, with its 5000 talents, to make intelligible those references in Isokrates
and Diodoros which assert that Perikles placed 8000 talents on the Acropolis. The
texts are as follows: 5
" He carried up onto the Acropolis 8000 talents besides the sacred moneys"
(Isokrates, VIII, 126).
" The Athenians, holding to their leadership by sea, transferred to Athens the
moneys collected in common at Delos, about 8000 talents, and handed them over to
Perikles to protect" (Diodoros, XII, 38, 2).
These two statements have the same historical basis. That in Isokrates, in my
opinion, is literally and factually correct. We have from the Anonymus Argentinensis
the evidence that Perikles turned over to the treasurers of Athena on the Acropolis
in 450/49 a total in profane money of 5000 talents. During the time of his leadership
the decrees of Kallias of 434 B. C. prove that additional sums amounting to 3000 had
been voted, taken up to the Acropolis, and given to Athena. The text in question from
the decrees of Kallias reads as follows:
(Resolved)
" To pay back to the Gods the moneys owed, since the 3000 talents which had
been voted, in our own coinage, have been taken up onto the Acropolis for Atheiia.
And to make repayment out of the moneys which have been voted for repayment to
the Gods, namely, what is now in the chest of the hellenotamiai and the other assets
which belong to their account, including the proceeds of the dekate when it is farmed
out."

55

There was, of course, sacred money per se on the Acropolis, but Isokrates was
quite correct in naming 8000 talents in addition to it. The componentparts were 5000
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and 3000. Isokrates also has the figure 10,000 which is already implicit in the quotation just cited from him: 8000 talents besides the sacred moneys. There can be no
quarrel with this, nor indeed with his more precise over-all estimate in another
oration:

5

" Finally Perikles, being a good leader of the people and an excellent orator,
adorned the city with shrines and dedications and all other embellishments so that
even now visitors to her believe her worthy of ruling not only the Hellenes but the
rest of mankind as well, and in addition to this he brought up onto the Acropolis no
less than 10,000 talents."
To round out the evidence of Isokrates, there is one other reference, less explicit
in its pertinence,which names the 10,000 talents: 5
" How could we with our present helplessness win (an Empire) which with
10,000 talents we could not preserve' "
Gomme (Historia, II, 1953, p. 12) says that " there is an undoubted inconsistency (which need neither surprise nor trouble us) between Isokrates' words in
viii 126 and in xv 234 (Perikles aPv4ivEyKEV Ets
aKpo'roXAv
8,000 tal. in the one
rG7v
passage, 10,000 in the other)." There is no inconsistency: Gomme merely has not
told the whole story. The 8000 talents plus the sacred inonieyare the equivalent of the
10,000 as a total sum. Gomme misleads the reader also when he says (ibid.) that
" both Diodoros, xii 38.2, and Isokrates, viii 126, have 8000 tal. as the sum which the
Athenians transferred from Delos to Athens and 'entrusted to Perikles '." This is
not true. Isokrates nowhere has any reference to a transfer of money from Delos.
The matter is of some importance,for Isokrates is a reliable source and Diodoros, as
will appear, is not. In any event, the evidence which they give for the financial history
of Athens must be presented with care and precision.
When we turn to the account of the 8000 talents in Diodoros, XII, 38, 2, we
must recognize first of all that he is quoting Ephoros. He depends on Ephoros generally for the fifth and early fourth centuries, but we are doubly sure here, because he
states explicitly that his account of the beginnings of the Peloponnesian War depends
in fact on Ephoros.58We therefore speak of this quotation from Diodoros as what
Ephoros said. Here we see the thin entering wedge of falsehood,-and of careless
56
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writing. The 8000 talents are there, but Ephoros has them all collectedon Delos and
transferred in a lump sum to Athens. Since the transfer of the treasury from Delos to
Athens took place in 454 B. C., this careless writing on the part of Ephoros leaves him
with nothing to say about the 3000 talents that were brought up to the Acropolis to
Athena over a period of time preceding434 B. c., and it dates back to 454 a sum total
-a maximum single balance, that is-as coming from Delos greater by almost 4000
talents than did in fact exist on Delos at that time.
The testimony of Isokrates agrees with the papyrus and with the inscriptions.
That he knew how to deal with figures of finance and public expenditure is shown by
the use elsewhere in his speeches of information from the documents of Athens: he
knew the cost of the Samian War of 441/39, of Poteidaia, and of the subjugation of
Melos.59We do not know how much of Athena's own reserve Isokrates thought that
Perikles put onto the Acropolis, but it has been reckonedthat her balance in 449 was
about 750 talents, and that her income from 449 to 431 was about 900 talents.60Add
these figures to the 750 odd talents which we know-epigraphically-to have been
collected on the Acropolis in 434/3 for the Other Gods,6 and all these sacred moneys,
which Isokrates excluded from his 8000 talents, are the reasonablecomplementwhich
makes up his inclusive figure of " not less than 10,000 talents." This was the achievement of Perikles, but there is no suggestion in Isokrates that the money all came from
Delos, or that it was all on the Acropolis at any one time. It was left to Ephoros to
make these egregious blunders.
V
Whether Isokrates influencedEphoros, or Ephoros Isokrates (which I doubt), is
a question that has been much discussed. I too have taken some part in the debate.
But it seems to me that here the priority makes very little difference. Ephoros and
Isokrates both had the same historical background. The decrees were there on the
Acropolis for both to see. The facts must have been common knowledge. The difference between them is that Isokrates reported correctly, Ephoros did not; that
Isokrates understood, that Ephoros did not. This becomes abundantly clear in that
passage from Ephoros in which he names the 10,000 talents: 62
111 and 113.
A.T.L., III, p. 337.
61A.T.L., III, p. 343 with note 90.
59XV,
60
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" Having made a careful survey about the war, he recounted the vast number
of allies for the city and the superiority of her naval power, and in addition to this
the abundanceof the moneys transferred from Delos to Athens, which had come to
be collected in common for the cities from their tributes. From the 10,000 talents
which were common property there had been spent for the building of the Propylaia
and for the siege of Poteidaia 4000 talents. And every year from the tribute of the
allies there were being brought up 460 talents."
Some of this, and much of what follows, is a paraphrase of Thucydides. Since
the book-texts of Thucydides have the flat statement that there had once been 10,000
talents (less 300 to be sure, but this is of small moment), it has been thought that
Ephoros learned his 10,000 talents from Thucydides, whom he obviously used, and
this being so it has been held as axiomatic that the figure 10,000 must have been in the
text of Thucydides at the time when Ephoros wrote.
This argument seems very persuasive, but there is in reality nothing but its
speciousness in its favor. And there is a better solution.
It was suggested in The Athenian Tribute Lists 63 that Ephoros somehow derived
his figure of 10,000 frotn the other figures in Thucydides; that perhaps he knew the
cost of the Propylaia as 2000 talents from the same source that Heliodoros used in
the second century B. C. for his description of the Acropolis 64 and the cost of Poteidaia
as 2000 talents from a later passage in Thucydides (II, 70, 2); that he added these
expenses together with the 6000 of Thucydides and so obtained a total of 10,000
talents. I believe that this interpretation is improbable,partly because it is complex,
and partly because I doubt the capacity of Ephoros to do the necessary research to
find (and understand) the elements of his equation that 2000 plus 2000 plus 6000
equals 10,000. We earlier suggested that pv'pta was a marginal gloss, perhaps, in the
text of Thucydides-taken from Ephoros-and that it got into the text as a correction
Thus 7rEpCEyE'vEro became in the book-texts as we know them pvpta
to 1EpEyElVETo.
EyE1E'ETO.After this the change from at'EL VrOTE to 'rt TorTEwas deliberate and consequential. I feel happier about the text when we dispense with this twilight zone of
marginal glosses, as I now propose to do, and posit that the change from 7rEpEPEYE'VETO
to ,vnpta EyEVETO was also deliberate. I believe that the change was made by some
scholar, perhaps between 200 B. C. and A. D. 100, who knew Greek history from
Ephoros rather than from Thucydides. If trained in rhetoric he may also have known
of the 10,000 talents of Isokrates and his followers, which he also failed to understand.
A.T.L., III, p. 125, especially note 18. It is there claimed that " The 10,000 must originate,
one way or other, with Thucydides, II, 13, 3 and therefore is not a rhetorical rounding-out of the
8000." Still holding that the 10,000 is not a mere rhetorical rounding-out of the 8000, I claim
that it is derived (as appears more clearly in Isokrates) by including the sacred moneys with the
profane. Hence it does not originate, in any way, with Thucydides.
64
See F. Jacoby, Frag. Gr. Hist., 373 F 1 (from Harpokration): -raavra S' aiv'qX001
8ryxtAtatL3.
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His erudition led to the " correction which came down into the archetype of our
extant manuscripts. A change of this kind is hard to detect, and without the evidence
of the papyri and the inscriptions, which has come to our help principally during the
last fifty years, it would be very hard to correct. When the scholiast on the Plutus
writes ia- instead of TptaKoo-iav, he shows that he has been copying, conscientiously,
something which he did not understand. But such a case is covered by the normal
rules of palaeography, and the correction is easy. There are no rules that cover the
mind of a scholar, certainly not of one who may have chosen to correct a text of
Thucydides by what he found in Ephoros and the Orators. Clearly Thucydides did
not write both versions of our text. I suggest that there is a logical way of explaining how the scholiast's text (the original) may have been changed into the booktext-a change inducedby the Ephorean version. It would be very difficultto advance
a logical reason for the change from an original book-text to the scholiast's version.
Advocates of the book-text indeed have no explanation,-only corruption. Corruption in texts may take many forms, but corruption does not produce the accuracy of
historical record and the almost arcane perfection of Thucydidean style that one finds
in the scholion on the Plutus. Deterioration in musical composition does not produce
a symphony.
If Ephoros had before him the scholiast's text of Thucydides, as I believe he
had, he could have written the same nonsense that he is supposedto have derived from
the book-texts. Indeed the only thing that Ephoros could have taken from the one
which he cannot have got straight from the other is the figure 10,000. He has no real
conception of the facts, which Thucydides has set forth. The 6000 talents on the
Acropolis included all the minted money that Athens possessed, sacred and profane.
Probably little more than half of it came from the allies. Yet Ephoros says that the
whole original 10,000 had been the common property of the treasury of the Delian
League. If we are to believe Ephoros in his description of the funds with which
Athens entered the wvar,Athens had no money of her own and no sacred treasure.
This can be proved false, though proof is hardly necessary. What, for example, about
the money of the Other Gods? Shall we accept the figure 10,000 which even champions
of the traditional text have to explain away, when we know that all that Ephoros said
about it is wrong? 65
The rest of the literary tradition which names the 10,000 talents-represented
by Demosthenes, Timaios, and others-depends on Isokrates (misunderstood) or on
Ephoros, and does not, I think, concern the present argument.
My objections to the book-text of Thucydides, therefore, are two: it makes his65 The

10,000 talents which Ephoros has added to his paraphrase of Thucydides are syniptomatic, rather, of a tendency on which Busolt has already commented, as follows (Gr. Gesch., III, 1,
pp. 20-21): Fur diesen Geschichtsschreiber ist ferner die Vorliebe fur bestimmte Zahlenangaben
charakteristisch, mit denen der aus Thukydides entlehnte Stoff vielfach bereichert ist.
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torical nonsense, and it violates his style. It is, so to speak, both physically and
spirituallyunacceptable. We do not have to emend this text. We have at our disposal
an indirect tradition, of equal antiquity with our book-texts, a direct quotation by an
ancient scholar from Thucydides which agrees with the known historical facts and
is itself in conformity with his style. By these two powerful criteria it has the better
claim to his authorship.
VI
Somnethingmust be said about Gomme's attempt to show that there may at some
one time have been 9,700 talents collected on the Acropolis. He suggests that the date
for this maximum was ca. 446 B. C. (op. cit., p. 15) and so shows the amount in his
synoptic table of Athenian resources (op. cit., p. 20). He arrives at this high figure
with the assumption that Athens had in her public treasury (the 8av1o'otovas distinct
from the sacred treasury or the treasury of the hellenotamiai) a balance of 3000
talents or more from at least as early as 454/3 down to 434/3, when the 3000 talents
of the Kallias decree (Dl) were taken up to the Acropolis. He believes that these
3000 talents came not from the hellenotamiai, but from the reserves in the 8&7uo(-Lov.
The 8-qptoo-tov
itself, in his opinion, was built up from the collection of the direct tax
(or Eto-qopa), from the surplus revenue from Laureion, from war booty, from certain
other taxes, and possibly even from contributions (yearly, or in peaceful years) from
the surplus of the tribute. Certainly, says Gomme,there may have been a sum of over
3000 talents in 434, from which 3000 was transferred to Athena, and the rest used to
repay loans from the Other Gods (op. cit., pp. 17-18). His suggestion is that the
Ea-rbOpacwas collected for seven years-from 454/3 to 447/6-,
then perhaps suspendedfrom 445 to 428, to be reimposedagain in 428 (op. cit., pp. 17, 20).
All this may look specious enough, but by and large the whole financial picture
thus conjured up is without foundation in the ancient evidence, and where there is
ancient evidence it is sometimes ignored, and frequently misconstrued.
I begin by calling to mind the text of D1, which has been cited above to show
how Isokrates arrived at his figure of 8000 talents, combining the 5000 of the Anonymus Argentinensis with the 3000 of the Kallias decrees, to give credit to Perikles for
the profane money he brought up to the Acropolis. The implications of these decrees
(D1 and D2) are that these 3000 talents had come from the funds of the hellenotamiai,
at the rate of 200 talents a year (their normal surplus) from 448 to 434 B. C. The
purpose of the Kallias decree known as D1 was to pay back moneys owed to the Other
Gods. It starts with the injunction,alrooovatsots #Eots [T] a XpEPuara
rTao6EX)touEva,
E'TELOJE
ret

'AOEvatcatra rptw-XiXta raXavr [a]

cVEE-'VEyKrat

es groXtv,

hd EboE4tw-ro, vop4o-

fact that the grand obligation to Athena was now satisfied left no
obstacle in the way of paying back the Other Gods. The language of Athenian fifthcentury decrees is dry, precise, and to the point. It does not indulge in fine phrases that

The
paros hEPE8arr03.
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have no relevance to the business in hand. If the settlement of Athena's obligation
cleared the way for a repayment to the Other Gods, then the source that had been
preoccupiedearlier in Athena's favor was now released and available for the Other
Gods. Since the text states explicitly that the source used for the repayment to the
Other Gods was the money that belonged to the hellenotamiai, it follows that Athena
too had received her 3000 talents from the funds of the hellenotamiai and not, as
Gomme would have us believe, from a separate 8q6oClOV. I know that Gomme has
claimed that the simplest and most natural explanation of the above sentence in the
Kallias decree is to suppose that a fund hitherto EvrW18npoo-i had been transferred
to Athena's treasury. I disagree with him, and claim that this is not at all simple
and direct. The simple interpretation of this sentence is that Athena had been paid
by the hellenotamiaiand that the way was now clear for the Other Gods. It is otiose,
wordy, and irrelevant to assume that repayment to the Other Gods was conditioned
on a transaction that involved a different source of supply and different paymasters.
Gomme evades this issue by claiming that the hellenotamiai were not the source
of the money that repayed the Other Gods, and that most of the money to be used
in the repaymentdid not belong to them. They acted, says Gomme, only as transfer
agents for it. Both these theses depend on mistranslation of the Greek text of the
Kallias decrees:
(a) The repaymentin D1 is authorized in these words (lines 4-7): bTo& [8] o'vat
1
~~C%
18C'
ae arC)des
aiVooo-w
EO'TWVrToZ OEOlq E
L[E] va,
TrE vapa rovg
N

3

N

3

I

EXXEvoTa(LaLt

o6vra

VvY Kal

3

3'

ra'Xa

a

EOT1L TOVTOV

[ro] v xppEuTov,

Kal Ta EK TES

8EKaTE9

Gommnedoes not believe that the money from the 8EKa'TVwas within
the control of the hellenotamiai,66nor even that the second item belonged to them, and
EiEL8a'v vpa6t.

he makes the extraordinary claim that ToVrov rov XpEparovrefers back to rT0VXpEqla6ov
a Eq alro8oowv, K.T.X.

The Greek text cannot be construed in this way. To achieve Gomme's meaning,
one needs something like ra re a'XXaKai ra lapa roq EAXXAvoraptdaLs.
In the text as cut

on the stone the contrast is between what the hellenotamiai have on hand now and
what else there is that belongs to them. With a rE - Kai doublet of connectives these
two categories of the funds of the hellenotamiai are closely linked together. One has
the same kind of close contrast between what is now on hand and what is not in two
other passages of these very texts:
(1) Dl (lines 25-26): KaiXoyov

&8TVrovTr6 TE o'VTrovXyJEIaTOV KaL rov vpoovrov

TOLZ OEOZ9

(2) D2 (lines 12-13):
VVV

4lV(ToXEL

K]

[roZs 8]E a4'XXotg
XpE4a[cr roZ]s Es 'AOEvaaq ro[s
ai harr' av r [o] Xo [&rov av] a4pEraL E XpcE [O] a [&].

66Historia, II, 1953, p. 18 note 1.
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In D1, line 6, the hellenotamiai are represented as having some funds on hand.
They have other funds that are not on hand. These can, in part, be identified as the
moneys given to generals in the field from which some unexpended balance may be
expected.67This explains why raXXa a'E'O'troTVrov [ro3] XPE,IaTOv is in the indicative,
rather than the subjunctive, mood. The " other moneys which belong to their fund "
are not future income (or at least not exclusively so), but income already realized
which will after a time become again available, given back by the generals to the
hellenotamiaiand by the hellenotamiaito be put at the disposal of the Other Gods.
This leaves the 8EKaTrJ. I have translated the phrase KaL ra' EK rE 8EKa'TEs EIrE8a&v
"
TrpaLOEt(above, p. 215) " including the proceedsof the dekate when it is farmed out."
This is entirely legitimate, and it is hard to see why Gomme " cannot agree "; the
more so, since in fact the payments made for the benefit of the Other Gods were all,
without exception, to come from the hellenotamiai. If the proceeds of the 8EKaLTYwere
stewarded by a different body, there is no indication of it in the decrees of Kallias.
The charge upon the hellenotamiai to provide the moneys for the Other Gods is in
D2, lines 19-21: [OEoZs 8E IaTO-] KaaTtOE'vat K[ara ro] v EvLavTo' ra hEKa6[o-rot o4EXO-L ov [ris 'AO]Evatlas'L TrO EXXEVo
fEva lrapa
"The hellenotamiai
[raqiu'ag]:
r]qoZs raTc/aLot
shall deposit for all the gods during the course of the year the amounts owed to each
one with the treasurers of the moneys of Athena." This stop-gap provision was
necessary because the first board of treasurers of the Other Gods would not be elected
until spring of 433. The treasurers of Athena were to hold the moneys repaid safe
in their side of the Opisthodomosuntil deposits could be turned over to the treasurers
of the Other Gods who would eventually move into the other side of the Opisthodomnos.
The actual handing over of the money was finally the duty of the prytaneis and the
Council (Dl, lines 9-10).
(b) Gomme has misread the text of D2 when he says that in it (line 21) the
hellenotamiaiare to be the officers who will deposit the money with each of the Other
Gods. The hellenotamiai are to deposit the money rather with the treasurers of
Athena, and it would begin to look like the childhood game of " Thimble, thimble, who
has the thimble? " if we are to assume that the hellenotamiai in turn acted only as
receiving agents and themselves had the money given to them by some other boardtunspecified,and for which there is no evidence.
Nor has there ever been any evidence for a large accumulation of treasure in
the &y%6o-Lov. The 8-%tooov was supported, of course, from confiscations, taxes, and

miscellaneous revenues: it was stewarded by the kolakretai. We know that the
See A.T.L., III, pp. 331-332. See also below, p. 227.
This meaning of Kat is well known, and was adopted in A.T.L., III, p. 326. See also the
phrase ot 7rXEcTrTOt aVT&V Kat 'ErTraSa& O 'apxwv in the quotation (No. 73) from Thuc. IV, 31, 2, on p.
203 above, and the phrase ot 7TXLaTot TE aEVT&)v aircEavov Kat AVKO'pOJV 'o oTpaTryyo' in the quotation
(No. 80) from Thuc. IV, 44, 2, on p. 203 above.
67
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Athena Promachos was built with its resources. But by and large the spoils of war
and the Persian booty went into dedications and non-monetary objects of intrinsic
value. Thucydides (II, 13, 4) lists these assets of unminted gold and silver all together with the words Xcops8E xpvorov ao-ovKO Kat apyvptOV EV' TE avaoL/cLTav
L&
Kat
JOTL
S77,UOGTOVS

Kact OOa
aEpca

cTKEVV) IrEpL TE TaW 1roxTras

[?-v] -)

KaW TOVS ay&vacl

Kat cTKV'Xa Mr-tKa

KaW E

They did not figure in
the totals of coined silver and they are not part of any negotiable chest of treasure,
either of Athena or the Other Gods, or of the 8-%tu&rltov,
or of the hellenotamiai.
Gomme'sidea that surplus from the tribute was added, " yearly, or in peaceful years,"
to the 8,qpor'oovis outright fiction. It caused trouble enough when the league funds
were given to Athena-and for this there is evidence.
There remains the E1orbopa. I find it incredible that the Athenians should be
assumed to endure this direct tax (as Gommeposits) when they had already a surplus
in the public treasury of 3000 talents (op. cit., p. 20). The E1o-00opa
was a resort for
7wwTOOVworporov,

OVK

EXao-ovo

ITEvTaKOGOLV

raXdivrcov.

times of direst need. The Athenians in 428/7 imposed the Euchopa for the first time

during the Archidamian War because they were faced with the siege of Lesbos and
because they needed extra money. What they had available in the sacred treasury, in
the annual revenue from the allies, or wherever, was not enough-or at least the
Athenians in 428 B. c. thought it was not enough-to meet the new crisis. Thucydides
says (III, 19, 1): Vpo08E&jLUEVOt
8Eot 'AO3qvaot Xpy.LaTcov eg T-jv '7oXtopKLav,
Ka& arrot
1E0IEVE7KOVTES

TOTE

7TpCOTOV E'cYopav

8&aKocta

TaXavTaa,

E~TEpaV

Kact Et

apyvpoXo'yov3 va'avq&cJJKa Kat AvO-LKXE'a EP7rrov avTov c7parnyov.

Tovs

CvplaXovg
They could either

tax themselves or they could get the money from their allies. In 428 B. C. they did both.
In 425 B. C. there was a drastic revision of the whole assessment of tribute on the
Empire, amounting to a total of more than 1460 talents. Wade-Gery, McGregor,
and I have suggested that the high figure of this assessment was planned (in part)
so as to avoid the necessity of further Eloroopa. Gomme says that we do this without
evidence; 69 he is equally without evidence that Elo'bopa continued to be imposed after
425/4. We need not here concern ourselves with what Athens did near the end of
the century, when Euboia had revolted and when disaster was finally only a matter
of time. Doubtless there were other EUokOpaL,but it is equally certain that when
there were then the money in the public treasury had been exhausted. Before the final
collapse, the dole at Athens was being paid in measures of grain and not in cash. The
levying of the ElO-Sopa6meant that at the time of its levy the Athenians had need of
more money than their resources could afford. It is our judgment, as against Gomme,
that the high assessment of 425 B. c. removed the need of do'oopa, and it seems not
unreasonable to suppose that those who made the high assessment knew that this
would be true and approved. Gomme finds it hard to believe that the Athenians would
6'

Historia, II, 1953, p. 17.
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thus wish to put an undue share of the burden of carrying on the war upon the allies.
" As though Kleon," he writes, " who is given the main responsibility for the tribute
increase, was especially anxious to spare the well-to-do of Athens from whose pockets
the Ek0T0opa chiefly came." 70 Kleon, no doubt, had no special anxiety for the rich,
but he was enough of a demagogue to know that the direct tax was unpopular, no
matter whom it touched. It could be voted only with special consent even to the making
of the motion-a provision which proves that the demos as a whole, whose favor Kleon
curried, was opposed to it. On the other hand, Kleon had no soft feelings about
dealing with the allies. In haranguing the Athenian assembly on the fate of the
Mytilenaeans he made, in the course of his oration (according to Thucydides), this
remark (III, 39, 8: Crawley's translation) to show what the results of too lenient
dealing would be in their control of other revolts: " We meanwhile shall have to
risk our money and our lives against one state after another; and if successful, shall
receive a ruined town from which we can no longer draw the revenue upon which our
strength depends." Even Kleon disliked the prospect of Athens risking her own
money in running the Empire, and he knew that her strength lay in the money she
received from the tribute. This reliance on the allies was well known throughout
Greece, and Archidamos, at Sparta, warned the Lacedaemonians that they had no
chance of a victory over the Athenians unless they could deprive Athens of the revenue
that maintained her fleet (Thuc. I, 81, 4): rtg ov'v E'o-ratruov o MoAXEfo0;Et plr) yap 71
VaVO-L
KP~~~~~~T~~1~~TObLEV
"~~a cToobovia'tpq cLcfxfl7Lev
vavort
Kpar
0-o,uEV71 IT OVs o-ofJOO

a+

$v

ro v-avTLKOVTnEAVcLXwO"a
0avU,

r'aA'/iEa

The Corinthians, at Sparta later, came back to the strategy of waging war
against the Athenians, and high in priority was their recommendation to bring the
allies to revolt, the best way of depriving the Athenians of their revenues, in which
TavXEo.

their strength lay (Thuc. I, 122, 1):
ov0rarcovwrpoTo&o
avg to(Xvovo-.

(vuuaXc<v

TE

avoo-rauvg, FLaXo-Tra 1vapatpEo-vg

Historia, II, 1953, p. 17. Gomme says that the authors of A.T.L., III, " deny that any of the
'other revenue' mentioned in Thuc. ii 13.3 can have been used for the war." He has interpreted
us perhaps too literally (cf. A.T.L., III, p. 333 and Historia, II, 1953, pp. 4, 17). When pressed to
desperation, Athens of course used every resource she possessed, public and private, but it is our
belief that in 431 B. C. in spite of an impending war the normal life of the city (financed from the
a)XX) rpo'Uo080) was expected to go on. This is indicated clearly in the Funeral Oration (esp. Thuc.
II, 38). At the commencement of the war Athens planned (and hoped) to have funds to carry it
on from her reserves and from her annual income from the allies. Gomme's suggestion (op. cit.,
p. 3) that there may have been an assessment in 432 that raised the total annual tribute from its
figure of approximately 390 talents in 433/2 closer to the 600 talents named by Thucydides in
432/1 is unnecessary and without evidence. The quota-list of 432/1 proves that no new assessment
governed the collection of tribute at the Dionysia of 431. Gomme is aware of this; so he makes
the presumed assessment of 432 effective only in 430 (without explaining the delay) and attributes
to Perikles in 431 a figure for the annual income which, by the premises of his hypothesis, is in fact
false. This is too muddled to be credible, and unless some good argument can be put forward the
idea of an assessment in 432 had best be abandoned.
70
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The direct tax, or
was not unknown in Athens even before the ArchiaiorXop6,
damian War, and before what Thucydides has described as the initial imposition of
it then in 428 B. C. In 434 B. C. the Athenians laid severe restrictions on the expenditure of funds from Athena's treasure. Having made provision for continuing
work on the marble sculpture of the Parthenon, on the Golden Nikai, and on the
Propylaia, Kallias then wrote into one of his decrees a provision for a limit of 10
talents a year for any other necessary work on the Acropolis.7' Next came the restriction on other uses of Athena's money:

X E aA'XXotg
L.... IrotI
[ oww]s
XpE'.La[v

rE 'AOEvaiag ro[ Z rE vv'v 03-u]
E xpeo [H] a [ tE& a(bra]
[v
E K]au ca
h r' av r [a] Xo[Lrov av]acE'pErc
TF6X
[vaXcXKEva]iT'avT6v
[s] ai'AAo
,4E&Jev ] es rav3a hvirep Zv[p]t[ag8paXyya]
aAA]o E EvE xp [0i]a[t ro XpE'pZa]
8E'[L
[g E e EItU-K]EVEV Eart
,I
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I E i- Ev ~EaV
'8Etav OaEo
E
7es[Zce+c
'csreat]0 oE;0EF
[o a u ,ur]v
4oEr8[oEru
[1r1v
oplt KaL6cvJTp
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xp4]Xprlx]
r

so-]EEPEV

Et'2E

EE

'AGE
[AOE[vaEas EXEI
Fwb[ LoE4i-EL .

The conclusions to be drawn from this decree of 434 B. C. are (1) that Eiu+opa
was a form of tax already experienced by the Athenian people, and (2) that the
Athenians resorted to it only in times of emergency. This passage confirms the con-

clusion already valid from Thuc. III, 19, 1, that the Eto_bopawas used only when there
was no other money available. Gomme'sthesis that the Athenians contributedEtuJbopa
to a separate public fund (the 8-q&ocrtov)during the years before the Archidamian
War, specifically from 454/3 to 446/5, when (according to Gomme) the surplus in
this separate 8nu6(o-tovalready exceeded 3000 talents, is preposterous. Yet at some time
before the Archidamian War the text of D2 shows that recourse had been had to the
Ewo-iopa. The logical conclusion is, of course, that the 8-po-oov at that time (whenever it was) had no surplus. The date must be earlier than 454 B. C.,72 and the most
appropriate time for this early Et0_bopa is that of the Spartan invasion in the north
in 458 B. C., which culminatedin the two great battles of Tanagra and Oinophyta and
in the subsequent Athenian subjugation of Central Greece.73
There are other minor objections to Gomme'sthesis of a large and early separate
one of them being that, in defending the total yipia in the book-texts of
,OcFOV,
Thucydides, he must at the same time accuse Thucydides of giving the mistaken im1' The

text of this Kallias decree is given as D2 in A.T.L., II, p. 47.
For the history of the 8jqyo'otovsee A.T.L., III, pp. 337, 359-366.
73 See A.T.L., III, p. 177, for the chronology. I agree with Gomme (Historia, II, 1953, p. 16)
that the Athenians from their own funds probably financed most of the operations of the " First
Peloponnesian War." This is when their need for cla4opa showed that they had no surplus.
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pression that the maximum had been on the Acropolis. Having made of the 3000
talents of the Kallias decree (D1, lines 3-4) an accumulatedhypotheticalsurplus in the
separate 8&iUo'o-tov,
Gomme finds that the words aVEVEVEyKTat es IToAXvin D1 mean, in
434 B. C., that the 3000 talents had not until that time been on the Acropolis. So the
supposed Thucydidean maximum of 9700 talents on the Acropolis was-in realityin 446/5 (the alleged year of the maximum) made up of 6200 talents on the Acropolis
and of 3500 talents which were somewhere else.74 The figures are so given by Gomme
in his table (op. cit., p. 20). Moreover, if Isokrates and Ephoros had their totals of
10,000 talents from Thucydides (which I do not believe, and which is not necessary
witlhthe scholiast's version of II, 13, 3), they too (on Gomme's theory) were misled
by the Thucydidean implications. Nor does it seem reasonable to me, at least, that
Perikles should have so much credit for amassing 10,000 talents if 3500 of them,
or even 3000 of them, had been in the Athenian 8&Ko'&tov
anyway from surpluses of
pre-Periklean days. All this is part of the wilderness into which, in my opinion,
Gomme's speculations have led him, and which follow partly from his attempt to
justify an unjustifiable pvpta in the book-texts of Thucydides.
VII
The reading of Thucydides as given in the scholion on the Plutus has E-ravqXWOAq
instead of a-av-rqX6Q'O
for the money that had been spent on the Propylaia, the other
buildings, and on Poteidaia. Beginning with da' 3'v,the text is a+' 3iv mh rE ia vpovrvXacan7s acKpOToA0XEa)Ka'tTacAac0Ko80/Iq7,araKa Kc e llori8acav EcwravqXWtO-q.`The translation, as given in A.T.L., III, p. 131, runs as follows: " There had been extra dis-

bursements from it for the Propylaia and other buildings and for Poteidaia." The
point of the passage, of course, is to explain what use had been made of the fund of
6000 talents during the time since its establishment in 450/49. I doubt very much if
the mention of the " extra disbursements" was in any way an attempt to explain why
in 431 B. c. the fund stood only at 5700 talents rather than at its canonical 6000. The
" extra " expenses for the Propylaia and the other buildings and for Poteidaia were
far more than the temporary deficit of a mere 300 talents. Surely in this Gomme is
74 Historia, II, 1953, P. 15: " The wording of the sentence in the Kallias decree suggests that
the state treasury, T'o8&yoctov,was not kept on the Akropolis, though I would not be positive about
this;" Why not? - - "in that case the only semblance of inaccuracy in Thucydides' statement
would be the implication that all the 9,700 tal. had been stored there."
75The Ravennas omits Te and uses eb; instead of es. The Venetus also uses eb; for es and
abbreviates IIoTLSatav (which is the spelling in both mediaeval manuscripts). Both abbreviate
and employ the characteristic symbol for Kat. But the text is clearly that of the manua&KporoXcw,
script tradition of Thucydides except for the final word Eravr7XkGrj.Readings from the other MSS.
are interesting only as curiosities: the Codex Laurentianus (?), for example, omits the first Etd,
reading a+' Zv TE; the Aldine editio princeps also omits this first Etd,but has Kat ES Kat Ta axXa

oucomo,L7L1aTa.
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right (op. cit., p. 6), but it does not follow that he is also right in claiming that " KaC
ar&Xa 0tK00lk7//Lara shows that all the relevant building costs of 17 years are in-

cluded; and for that we need a7ravrqX&0q."
Whether we need a'avqXWAO'
is, in fact, very doubtful. The modern scholar has
become so much accustomed to thinking of this clause as an attempt by Thucydides
to explain how a maximum of 9700 talents had been reducedto a residue of 6000, that
he is inclined to look upon the 3700 talents of difference as money " spent off " from
the total. This point of view must be corrected; one must realize that there never
was any total of 9700 talents; the verb desired is not one to show how funds had been
drained off from a hypothetical Elysian maximum, but one to show to what good use
a fairly constant sum of about 6000 talents had been put between 449 and 431. The
suggestion has already been made above that this note by Thucydides is the author's
attempt to show how useful the 6000 talents had already been, at a time when Perikles
was laying emphasis on how useful they were sure to be in the prosecution of the war.
So .the question is rather one of what valuable contributions the fund had already
made, rather than of what damaging deficits it had suffered. For this the verb is
not aTamav-qX6'YJq.
The whole tone of the passage, indeed of this whole
E'9av-qX6k0j,

chapter in Thucydides, is one of pride and optimism, 1notof regret and discouragement. I should like to translate " from which contributoryexpenses had been made for
the Propylaia of the Acropolis and the other buildings and for Poteidaia." I prefer
" contributory " to " extra" because, in my judgment, it gives more range to the
possible magnitude of the expenses: the word " extra " somehow seems to indicate
that the expenses were small, and for the Propylaia and Parthenon at least we know
that this was not true.

Perhaps " contributory " is better also for other reasons. The great buildings
were financed from many sources. Besides the money of Athena (from the fund
after 449 B. c.) there were contributions toward the Parthenon from the xenodikai,
from the mines at Laureion, from private individuals, from the baths, from the
hieropoioi, from the teichopoioi.76 The Propylaia received funds from rentals of
property, from private individuals, from the mines at Laureion, and from the surplus
moneys of generals in the field when their routine missions were over.77 Yet there
were some public buildings, like the springhouse of the mid 'thirties, that had no
grants from the fund.78 This building was paid for directly from the tribute of the
allies, and not from the reserve of 6000 talents. Not only does the decree concerning
the springhouse 7 confirm the annual grants of money from the hellenotamiai to the
treasurers of Athena; 80 it shows also that Eirav-qX6O'cq
is the better verb to be associated
with KacdraXXaoiKKoioy)1.tara. The fund had contributed to the building program; but
76
77
78

See A.T.L., III, pp. 340-341.
See A.T.L., III, p. 341.
See A.T.L., III, pp. 328, 341.

in A.T.L., II, p. 74.
See A.T.L., III, p. 328.

79D19
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it had supplied no money for some of the buildings, and it had not supplied all the
money for any of the buildings, so far as our evidence shows, except for the statue
of Athena Parthenos (S.E.G., X, 257-263) if one counts that as part of the building
program. For the accomplishments of the fund, therefore, the verb E7ravrXcXf67)is
fitting and proper, and preferable to aravXcoJ.
The same applies to the expenses of Poteidaia. Wade-Gery, McGregor, and I
reckonedthe amount borrowed from the reserve fund for use against Makedonia and
Poteidaia as 400 talents down to the time of Perikles's speech in spring of 431.81
Gomme82 would put the initial expenses higher. He confuses initial expense with
initial borrowing. Undoubtedly much of the current income from the tribute was
also used against Makedonia and Poteidaia. If Gomme's figures for early expense
of 800 or 1000 talents are even approximately correct, they mean that contributions
from the reserve fund amounted to half (or less) of the expense involved. For
Poteidaia, therefore, the legitimate verb is again E"Mav'qX6O
q.83 Since the verb is closely
associated with es llora8atav by its position in the sentence, this apt usage in connection with Poteidaia could easily account for E7rav-rqXAc'Or
for the Propylaia and the
other buildings also, even if it had not been in its own right (as we have seen that it
was) equally appropriate with them. Wade-Gery, McGregor, and I suggested at
first that perhaps in this passage E7rav-qX6A0r
might enjoy the distinction (as against
of
being
the
lectio
difficilior.84 In view of the rarity of the verb, this
avav-qXcWfO3q)
judgment may still be true, but in any case, once the shadow of the hypothetical 9700
talents is removed, Erav-qX6'JOfr
can be more easily understood, and it agrees better with
the facts and with the spirit of the context in which it is used.
VIII
The student of Periklean Athens cannot hope to understand the history of
Athenian finance unless he realizes how shockingly bad is the account that has been
left to us by Ephoros. The statements in Diodoros (XII, 38, 2 and XII, 40, 1-2) that
(1) the Athenians had brought 8000 talents from Delos to Athens and (2) that the
81 A.T.L.,
82

III, pp. 340, 342 note 73.

Op. cit., pp. 5-6.

83 The record of borrowings from the reserve
fulndin 432/1 is preserved in I.G., J2, 296, the text
of which is published in Meritt, Athenian Financial Documents (1932), pp. 80-83. The moneys
used in the north were used against Makedonia as well as against Poteidaia: indeed Makedonia was
the first objective (Thuc. I, 59, 2), but Makedonia is not mentioned in the text of Thucydides, II,
13, 3. Presumably the reason for this is that Poteidaia was prominent in the mind of Thucydides
when the passage was written, while Makedonia seemed to him at that time less significant. So too
are explained the absence of Korkyra (cf. Gomme, op. cit., p. 5) and Samos. Whether Samos had
repayed her damages before 431 has no bearing on the value of the service rendered by the reserve
fund in combatting her revolt, had Thucydides chosen to mention it.
84

A.T.L., III, p. 130.
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common funds from the tribute had been brought from Delos to Athens and that from
the common 10,000 talents 4000 talents had been spent on the Propylaia and on
Poteidaia are absurd. In the face of misstatements so gross it is of little moment that
even in error Ephoros was unable to be consistent. We have shown above that these
same figures of 8000 and of 10,000 talents were handled correctly by Isokrates, and
that what he says about them is true. The crowning guilt of Ephoros is that he foisted
his travesty of financial history upon a framework of narrative taken from Thucydides. The passage in Diodoros which runs from XII, 40, 1 to XII, 40, 4 is a paraphrase (with omissions and additions) of Thucydides, II, 13, 3-8. Where it has
figures, some of them are the same, but most are not. Diodoros has 460 talents a year
from the tribute; Thucydides gives 600. Diodoros has 50 talents of gold on the statue;
Thucydides gives 40. Diodoros has 12,000 first-line hoplites and 17,000 second-line
hoplites; Thucydides gives 13,000 and 16,000. Diodoros agrees with Thucydides in
estimating the value of the spoils as 500 talents, and in numbering the triremes
at 300. For the money from the other temples the 1rTX73osof Diodoros is equivalent
to the OVK oAX^ya
of Thucydides. But the text of Diodoros (i. e., Ephoros) has no
mention of the 6000 talents which Thucydides names as the reserve fund on the
Acropolis, and Diodoros (i. e., Ephoros) " corrects " Thucydides's figure for annual
income from 600 to 460, apparently relying on some superficial antiquarian research
of his own that yielded the Aristeidean total of the first assessment (cf. Thuc. I, 96,
2). In spite of all these evidences of tampering with the original and of changing it
to suit his own pleasure, nmodernscholars have seen in Ephoros the " proof " that
10,000 as a maximum must have stood in Thucydides, II, 13, 3. Until we knew better,
it was an understandable conceit. We have shown above how Isokrates, at least,
arrived at his figure of 10,000 talents quite independently of Thucydides, and how
his references to it entail a mneaningand an implicationquite different from that which
a reading ra yap 7XEL-cra,uvptaEyEvETo
would have had to have in Thucydides. It is
clear now that Isokrates gives no support whatsoever to the book-text of Thucydides
in this context. Since Ephoros has to all appearancesonly a muddled version of what
has been more accurately said by Isokrates, his text too is no support for the traditional T' yap ITX
do-ra pvputa EyEvero of Thucydides. The " literary tradition," which
has been held by many to give unanimous support to the numeral pu'puain Thucydides,85has, in fact, no dependenceon Thucydides and cannot be used to justify the
appearanceof pupa in II, 13, 3. The figure 6000 which Ephoros might have reported
from Thucydides he does not mention. But apparently he had it in mind, and my
belief is (as I have indicated above) that he subtracted it from his own 10,000 to
85
E.g., by A. E. Raubitschek in Cl. Weekly, XLV, 1951-2, pp. 230-231. It is not true that
Isokrates and Demosthenes mention 10,000 talents " as the sum once on the Akropolis," as Gomme
claims (op. cit., p. 8). Demosthenes depends on Isokrates and neither affirms that all the money
was there at any one time.
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reach the sum (which he does give) of 4000 talents for the expense of the Propylaia
and of Poteidaia. This is an embellishmentof the simple Thucydidean account, and
historically the supposed knowledge that we gain about the expense of the Propylaia
and of Poteidaia is just as worthless as the sum of 10,000 talents from which it seems
to have been derived.
The acceptance of the scholion on the Plutus as the true text of Thucydides
allows the scholar to fit together all the various bits of evidence as parts of one
consistent whole. I know of no evidence, historical, literary, epigraphical, or papyrological, that is not consistent with it. Gommehas used the simile of a gigantic jig-saw
puzzle. When he holds to the reading uvpta in Thucydides, it is of course impossible
for him (or for anyone else) to reconstruct an intelligible picture of Athenian finance.
Fate has placed this joker in the miscellany of fragments that have to be pieced
together, but we now have the evidence that it is foreign to the problem and ought
to be discarded. Gommeis diffidentabout what success we can achieve with the other
pieces. I would suggest that we have, at long last, a fairly tight frame for our picture
and that when pieces obviously fit, like the 8000 talents of Isokrates and the 5000
talents of the Anonymus Argentinensis and the 3000 talents of the Kallias decrees,
we ought to put them together.
Fate has also been kind, in that we have the text of Thucydides, II, 13, 3 preserved in a scholion on Aristophanes. This too fits into the picture, and fills a place
which the book-text could never fill. It is not surprising that there should have been
in antiquity more than one current version of Thucydides. There were in antiquity
many variant texts of well known authors. The Homeric variants and the spoken lines
in dramatic poetry are hardly good examples to quote as illustrations for our present
dual tradition in Thucydides, but some of the doublets cited by Alexander of Aphrodisias (second century after Christ) for the text of Aristotle are pertinent. The
following examples are taken as a selection from Alexander's commentaryon the first
four books of the Metaphysics:
86

(1) In Aristotelis Metaphysica Commentaria, p. 36, 12-13 (Hayduck) on Metaphysics 985 B
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I owe these citations to the kindness of my colleague, Harold F. Cherniss. The fact is well
known that there existed in antiquity texts of Thucydides divided differently from our canonical
eight books (cf. G. Pasquali, Storia della tradizione e critica del testo, Florence, 1934 [republished
in 1952], pp. 319-320). The latest statement is by David M. Lewis, Towards a Historian's Text of
Thucydides (Diss. Princeton, 1952). We do not know whether different book-divisions implied
different recensions (Lewis, op. cit., p. 25).
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This last example is especially significant because it shows a deliberate change
from the original text introduced by a scholar who wanted the text to say something
different. Eudoros wanted to make Aristotle say that for " the initiates " (ToZsEG6o0L)
Plato had only one apx77, namely ro E'v,which was ai'rov also for matter.87
We believe that the text of Thucydides, II, 13, 3 was also changed deliberately
from 1TEPLEpEy'VETO
to /Xvpta EyeVEro by some scholar who wished to make it say something
different-something he thought he knew from Ephoros, and perhaps from the
orators, to be superior to what his original manuscripthad given him. If our explanation of the corruption is correct, it offers some satisfaction to feel that the history of
the text is perhaps easier to understand. But the validity of the scholiast's text does
not depend on our explanation of how the false text came into being from it. We
believe that the corruption was intentional, and that it was induced by the historical
nonsense that Ephoros had written in his paraphraseof the original. But even if our
explanation is wrong, it still remains true that what Ephoros wrote is nonsense and
that the scholiast's version is the better text of Thucydides.
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Cf. Heinrich Dorrie, Hermes, LXXIX, 1944, pp. 34-36 and 38-39.
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